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The first edition of the OdontoPrev 

Sustainability Report has been 

prepared in accordance with the G4 

Guidelines released by the Global 

Reporting Initiatives (GRI) and presents 

information related to the Company’s 

initiatives and results throughout 2016, 

encompassing all of its dental care 

activities. This report also considers the 

engaged stakeholders’ assessments, the 

continuous actions and analysis made 

by the report’s governance group and 

the result of the materiality for 2016.  

In identifying the topics to be discussed 

in this report, particular focus was placed 

on aspects that the Company considers 

as having the most significant impact, 

a study on the social, economic and 

environmental scenario, in addition 

to issues of relevance to the dental  

care industry.

The results and information presented in this report are related to 2016 and include 

OdontoPrev’s complete, high quality dental care solutions countrywide.

  

The whole process counted on the 

intensive participation of different 

areas of OdontoPrev, especially 

Sustainability, Investors Relations, 

Strategic Marketing, and the Executive 

Board. The objective was to follow up 

and integrate points for improvement 

based on an understanding of 

indicators that cover economic, social 

and environmental issues.

These initiatives made it possible to 

systematize and served as guidance for 

this report. 

For questions or details on the 

data provided here, please check  

http://www.odontoprev.com.br/ir or 

send an email to ir@odontoprev.com.br. 

|G4-17, G4-18, G4-28|

ABOUT
THIS REPORT

Report boundaries  

|G4-29, G4-30, G4-31|

The entities included in the 2016 

financial reporting are listed in the 

financial statements for the year 

ended December 31, 2016, published 

on February 21, 2017 and available at  

http://www.odontoprev.com.br/ir.

According to GRI G4, an organization must 

assess the impact of each aspect identified 

as material and describe where the impact 

of each one occurs, either inside or outside 

the organization. This assessment helps the 

organization to monitor operations and 

shows where focusing attention internally 

is needed and where the organization 

should take actions externally in a strategic 

manner, considering the relevance of 

the aspect for the industry and its 

importance for the progress of the 

business and its stakeholders. 

In assessing the boundaries for each material aspect, we primarily considered the 

technical ability of the report’s governance group based on their experience in 

organizing the business. To analyze the inside standpoint, the direct impact on the 

shareds’ surroundings was observed. The material aspects have also been analyzed 

from an outside view, considering the significant impact caused by the Company´s 

value chain. 

The overall context for the information on performance in this report was set and 

relationships between its impacts and the actions taken to face challenges for the 

sustainable management were established. Accordingly, the disclosures required 

were listed, consolidating the information covered by this report.

|G4-19, G4-20, G4-21|

Company's boundaries 
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Economic performance

INSIDE OUTSIDE INDICATORS

x x EC1

Client’s privacy

INSIDE OUTSIDE INDICATORS

x x PR8

Freedom of association and collective bargaining

INSIDE OUTSIDE INDICATORS

x x HR4

Presence in the market 

INSIDE OUTSIDE INDICATORS

x EC5, EC6

Client's health and safety

INSIDE OUTSIDE INDICATORS

x PR1

Employment

INSIDE OUTSIDE INDICATORS

x LA1, LA2, LA3

Diversity and equality of opportunities

INSIDE OUTSIDE INDICATORS

x LA12, LA13

Water

INSIDE OUTSIDE INDICATORS

x EN8, EN10

Materials

INSIDE OUTSIDE INDICATORS

x EN1

Investments in human rights

INSIDE OUTSIDE INDICATORS

x HR1, HR2

Effluents and waste 

INSIDE OUTSIDE INDICATORS

x EN23

Product and service labeling 

INSIDE OUTSIDE INDICATORS

x PR5

Marketing communications

INSIDE OUTSIDE INDICATORS

x PR7

Unfair business practices

INSIDE OUTSIDE INDICATORS

x SO7

Child labor

INSIDE OUTSIDE INDICATORS

x x HR5

Forced labor or slavery-like practices

INSIDE OUTSIDE INDICATORS

x x HR6

Nondiscrimination 

INSIDE OUTSIDE INDICATORS

x HR3

Combat to corruption

INSIDE OUTSIDE INDICATORS

x SO3, SO4, S05

Occupational health and safety 

INSIDE OUTSIDE INDICATORS

x LA6, LA8

Training and education

INSIDE OUTSIDE INDICATORS

x LA9, LA10, LA11

Energy 

INSIDE OUTSIDE INDICATORS

x EN3, EN6

Suppliers evaluation

INSIDE OUTSIDE INDICATORS

x LA14, HR10, SO9, EN32, EN33

Compliance (environmental and social)

INSIDE OUTSIDE INDICATORS

x EN29, PR9

Emissions

INSIDE OUTSIDE INDICATORS

x x EN16

Local community/impacts

INSIDE OUTSIDE INDICATORS

x SO1

Grievance and complaints mechanisms

INSIDE OUTSIDE INDICATORS

x EN34, LA16

Customer satisfaction survey

INSIDE OUTSIDE INDICATORS

x PR5

OdontoPrev - 2016 Sustainability Report 5

Note: Aspects identified during the 2017 public 

consultation. The marked ones are considered 

relevant for this report.
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In 2016, OdontoPrev decided to prepare its 

first sustainability report by applying the 

G4 framework’s “Core” option, adjusting 

its scope and focusing on the essential 

elements of the impacts generated by the 

Company’s economic, environmental and 

social and governance performance. This 

is a significant progress, mainly because 

strategic sustainability information has 

now been integrated into financial data.

|G4-22, G4-23, G4-32|

Restatements and changes

This report was marked by the first public stakeholder consultation in order to 

consolidate the Company’s sustainability practices. Contacts were made remotely 

with the groups considered relevant for this cycle, namely: scholars, shareholders, 

beneficiaries, clients, employees, community, intermediaries, business partners, and 

the accredited network. Also, OdontoPrev considers that the Company maintains a 

dialogue and listens to the interests of its stakeholders on a continuous basis, during 

meetings, technical visits, events, internal surveys, and communication channels.

At the public consultation, topics that should be included in this report were defined, 

based on the materiality determination process. The governance team identified its 

audiences of interest and, by means of an online system, applied the materiality 

test with people divided into 9 groups, with 27 topics identified in the materiality 

process for 2016. Listed below are the results that may be observed and adjusted to 

the content of this report. 

The process conducted to adjust materiality by means of a public consultation was 

key to corroborate those aspects that are relevant in the sustainability context and 

the management actions taken in a coherent, connected and consistent manner.

Replies were analyzed and consolidated based on the frequency with which the 

respective item was mentioned. Topics with a percentage equal or above 60% were 

classified as being the most relevant. 

In 2016, the Executive Board and the senior management, including the Chief 

Executive Officer, were engaged in building this report, allowing that topics could 

be expanded, in terms of improvement and consistency, and in line with the strategic 

planning of the Company. 

|G4-24, G4-25, G4-26, G4-27, G4-33|

Materiality  
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This report was marked by the first public stakeholder 
consultation in order to consolidate the Company’s 
sustainability practices

GROUP PROFILESTAKEHOLDERS RELEVANT TOPICS
BY GROUP

SCHOLARS Dental surgeons who 
are professors at major 
universities, OdontoPrev’s 
partners in some 
projects.

Water, ef�uents and waste, emissions, 
energy, materials, security practices in 
human rights, client´s privacy, client´s 
and occupational health and safety, 
training and education. 

SHAREHOLDERS Portfolio managers 
and/or retail investors, 
holders of OdontoPrev 
shares.

Corruption, communication and 
marketing, competition, compliance 
with laws in general, economic 
performance, employment, client´s 
privacy, client´s health and safety, 
training, and education.

BENEFICIARIES Employees of small- and 
medium-sized entities 
(SMEs), large 
corporations and 
accredited parties.

Corruption, diversity and equality of 
opportunities, security practices in 
human rights. 

CLIENTS Human resources 
managers at large 
corporations.

Corruption, compliance with laws in 
general, client´s privacy, customer 
satisfaction, products and services, 
client´s health and safety, forced labor 
and child labor.

Permanent workforce. Corruption, competition, economic 
performance, diversity and equality of 
opportunities, employment, 
nondiscrimination, client´s privacy.

EMPLOYEES

COMMUNITY Groups in areas 
surrounding the 
Company´s operations. 
Groups that interact 
with the Company, 
including universities, 
NGOs and other  
public entities.

Water, competition, compliance with 
laws in general, diversity and equality of 
opportunities, ef�uents and waste, 
emissions, employment, 
nondiscrimination, presence in the 
market, client´s privacy, products and 
services, and client´s and occupational 
health and safety.

INTERMEDIARIES Players in OdontoPrev’s 
value chain that act as 
brokers between the 
Company and the end 
client, and play a role in 
the commercial 
distribution of the 
products.

Water, corruption, competition, 
compliance with laws in general, 
economic performance, diversity, 
equality of opportunities, ef�uents and 
waste, emissions, employment, energy, 
materials, nondiscrimination, client´s 
privacy, customer satisfaction, client´s 
and occupational health and safety, 
forced labor, child labor, training, and 
education.

BUSINESS 
PARTNERS

ACCREDITED 
NETWORK

Group in charge of 
prospection and support 
to the Company’s business 
operations, with a major 
focus on contracts 
effective in 2016.  Special 
arrangements and 
sponsorships are not 
included.

Water, corruption, compliance with laws 
in general, employment, energy, client´s 
privacy,  client´s health and safety, forced 
labor, and child labor.

Dentists who provide 
professional services to 
the bene�ciaries.

Water, corruption, competition, 
economic performance, ef�uents and 
waste, emissions,  energy, materials, 
client´s privacy,  occupational health and 
safety, forced labor, child labor, training, 
and education.



|G4-1|
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MESSAGE 
FROM THE CEO 

2016 was marked by important 

achievements. We have an almost 30-year 

track record of outstanding performance 

in the dental care industry. This strategic 

orientation puts us ahead of our 

competitors, generating opportunities 

and excellence in conducting our actions.

In 2016, we completed 10 years as a public 

company. Historically, we pursue the best 

governance and transparency practices in 

the market: eight years before the Initial 

Public Offering (IPO), for example, we 

established a Board of Directors, whose 

Chairman has never been the Company´s 

CEO simultaneously. After adhering to 

the listing rules of the BM&FBovespa’s 

Novo Mercado (“New Market”), our 

share price increased by 592% through 

2016, well above the 82% recorded by 

the IBX (local index), allowing significant 

return to shareholders, currently present 

in 36 countries.

Despite the macroeconomic crisis 

experienced in 2016 and the high 

unemployment level that directly affects 

the corporate segment, our net revenue 

increased 9.2%. We were able to 

maximize opportunities in the massive 

plan segment, which includes small- and 

medium-sized entities and individuals. 

For the first time in our history, most 

of our incremental net revenue derived 

from this segment.

We put restructuring and organization 

projects into practice. In 2016, we 

took integrated actions, with the 

creation of new structures and the 

revision of the internal organization. 

We work to further strengthen our 

operations, making innovations in 

products, distribution channels and 

post-sale support. 

 

One of the highlights in the year was 

the partnership made with hospital 

A.C.Camargo Cancer Center, whereby 

we can help save lives by making early 

diagnosis of oral cancer. We have 

developed a platform on which our 

accredited network of dentists may 

We took one more important 
step forward in disclosing our 
first sustainability report, based 
on global standards

transmit images of the patients’ mouth 

and their digital records to professionals 

at A.C.Camargo Cancer Center, who issue 

reports, allowing the early diagnosis of 

suspected lesions.

The solutions related to innovation 

also combine aspects of other two 

pillars: technology and sustainability. 

The Digital Convergence area, for 

example, is responsible for receiving 

and filing digitally all materials sent 

by dental surgeons in the beneficiary’s 

records. Whereas, UNNA Network app 

helps avoid the generation of X rays, 

which, besides contributing to reduce 

the use of x-ray sheets – benefiting the 

environment, due to the adverse effects 

of the film components –, speeding up 

operations and  cutting expenses, both 

for the Company and dental offices.

In line with our view on sustainable 

growth and environmental and social 

responsibility practices, we took 

one more important step forward in 

disclosing our first sustainability report, 

based on global standards. The topic 

has always been present in our actions, 

either by means of initiatives targeted 

to society or practices focused on 

increasing our employees’ awareness.

 

Because we recognize and value 

our employees as intangible assets, 

in 2016, we offered more than 32 

thousand training hours, surpassing 

the goal of 30 thousand hours. Since 

we provide oral health services, we 

understand that know-how is critical 

for an effective service, and a good 

relationship with beneficiaries and the 

accredited network. We encourage 

the professional growth and the 

engagement of all employees. In this 

regard, in 2016, we revised our Climate 

Survey methodology to measure not 

only the customer satisfaction level 

but also the engagement of our 

employees. Moreover, we maintain 

a well-structured program named 

Jovens Empreendedores (“Young 

Entrepreneurs”), under which recent 

college graduates carry out relevant 

projects for the business. 

In 2017, we will continue to invest in 

technology and innovation, in line 

with our Strategic Plan, focusing 

on the expansion of our portfolio 

of beneficiaries and the further 

development of our potential as Latin 

America’s leader in the dental benefits 

industry. We will maintain our efforts in 

the improvement of the processes and 

the relationship with beneficiaries and 

the accredited network. We will also 

proceed with the work towards dental 

care, by increasing society’s awareness 

that good health starts with the mouth.

Rodrigo Bacellar
Chief Executive Officer
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1 Corporate 
profile

|G4-9|

ABOUT ODONTOPREV

OdontoPrev is the leading dental 

benefits company in Latin America, 

serving over 6 million beneficiaries. 

Almost 30 years ago, a group of dentists 

founded OdontoPrev with the aim of 

providing complete and high quality 

dental care solutions. The business 

model was unique and innovative, 

since the company had been created 

exclusively to provide dental care plans. 

Since then, its differentials are:

OdontoPrev’s original focus was on the 

corporate segment. The high quality 

service standards provided by OdontoPrev, 

coupled with an innovative technology, 

boosted its growth. 

Since 2006, when the Initial Public Offering 

was made, the Company has been listed 

in the New Market of BM&FBovespa 

(currently “B3”). After the IPO, acquisition 

transactions were conducted that brought 

scale to the customer portfolio. 

Today, our accredited network of dentists 

counts on more than 28,000 highly 

specialized professionals. With a footprint 

in around 2.4 thousand municipalities, 

throughout the country, OdontoPrev 

offers more than 400 types of dental 

care plans, all of them registered with 

the National Supplementary Healthcare 

Agency (ANS) and associated with 

industry-leading brands.

Unique model, designed 
to provide a high quality 
service

Prevention as 
a key priority

Focus on the 
dental value chain

Operated by dentists
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MISSION

VISION

To become a major link between society and dentistry, 

adding value to this relationship by providing excellent 

services to both.

To be a benchmark in dental care services for millions of 

people throughout the world, significantly contributing 

to the evolution of these services.

VALUES
The Company wants everyone who interacts with 

OdontoPrev to feel this is an organization which is 

worth it. Therefore, the Company believes it is essential:

To offer high-quality and technically 

competent services.

To have relationships based on respect, 

transparency, integrity and trust.

To face challenges in a participative, flexible 

manner and firmness of purpose.

To acknowledge and share the success 

with who effectively contribute to it.

To have constant commitment, focus and 

competence in the pursuit of results.

Mission, vision and values
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TIMELINE

1987 2008

Foundation by 
dentist Randal 
Zanetti and other 
four professionals.

Acquisition 
of Care Plus 
Dental.

Acquisition 
of Sepao.

Acquisition of 
Easy Dental 
Software.

Net revenue:
R$318 
million.

1997
OdontoPrev´s 
consolidation 
as a market 
leader in dental 
care plans.

1998

Acquisition 
of control by 
private equity 
investors.

2005
Net 
revenue: 
R$143 
million.

Acquisition 
of Unidont.

2006

Initial Public 
Offering 
whereby 
R$171 million 
was raised.

Net revenue:
R$182 
million.

Acquisition 
of Clidec.

2007
Acquisition of 
DentalCorp. 

Acquisition of 
Rede Dental.

Private equity 
investors sell 
their OdontoPrev 
shares.

Net revenue:
R$259 million.

1999 2000

|G4-6|
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2009
Acquisition of Prontodente.

Acquisition of OdontoServ.

Creation of a joint 
venture in Mexico.

Dental Partner starts 
operations. 

Association with 
Bradesco Dental.

Net revenue:
R$382 million.

2010

Execution of a 
Memorandum of 
Understanding to 
create Brasildental.

Net revenue: 
R$685 million.

2013
Creation of 
Brasildental, in 
association with 
BB Seguridade and 
Banco do Brasil.

Net revenue surpasses
R$1 billion.

OdontoPrev 
starts selling 
dental care 
plans to SMEs 
at Bradesco 
branches.

Net revenue:  
R$835 million. 

2014

A corporate 
restructuring 
transaction leads 
Bradesco to have the 
control of OdontoPrev.

Net revenue:  
R$1,2 billion.

OdontoPrev starts 
selling individual 
dental care plans 
at Bradesco 
branches.

Shared acquisition 
of Papaiz. 

Net revenue: 
R$956 million.

2016
Celebration of 
10 years as a 
public company.

Net revenue:  
R$1,4 billion.

2011 2012

Mexico operation

Mexico is Latin America´s second most populous country and has an 
incipient, growing dental care plan market. 

To expand its operation beyond the Brazilian boundaries, in 2009 the 
Company established a partnership with Iké Group, which is Mexico´s 
leader in the assistance field.
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10 years as a 
public company

After the IPO, net revenue increased at an 
average annual growth rate of 22 percent, from 
R$182 million in 2006 to R$1.4 billion in 2016

OdontoPrev share entitling the holder to one vote, dividend distribution on a 

quarterly basis and shareholders in 36 countries, including the United States, 

Canada, South Africa, United Kingdom and the Netherlands.

OdontoPrev successfully completed, 

in 2006 its initial public offering, a 

milestone in its history, which resulted 

in R$171 million raised for the 

Company. With the IPO, the control 

of the Company became diluted, with 

more than 80% of free float. 

In the year the Company went public, 

it was an industry leader, with a 

nationwide coverage, an accredited 

network of 12,000 dentists, 1.5 

million beneficiaries and a proprietary 

technology platform. Due to the low 

penetration, the dental care market 

was favorable and revealed a great 

potential for growth. 

In 2016, the Company celebrated 10 

years as a public company, with each 

MANAGEMENT PRIVATE EQUITY FLOAT

SHAREHOLDER STRUCTURE ONE 
YEAR PRIOR TO THE IPO

(% of total capital)

SHAREHOLDER STRUCTURE 
ONE YEAR AFTER THE IPO

(% of total capital)

36%

64%

16%

84%

|G4-7, G4-8|

The history of growth can be seen 

from any verifiable standpoint. After 

the IPO, net revenue increased at an 

average annual growth rate of 22 

percent, from R$182 million in 2006 to 

R$1.4 billion in 2016.

Between 2006 and 2009, operating 

in a very competitive environment 

where Bradesco Dental was the main 

player, OdontoPrev made selective 

acquisitions to expand its customer 

base. The inorganic growth cycle 

resulted in a natural decrease in the 

EBITDA (Earnings Before Interest, 

Taxes, Depreciation and Amortization) 

margin, from 25 percent in 2006 to 

21% in 2009.

Once the association with Bradesco 

Dental was completed, OdontoPrev 

could begin an organic expansion 

trajectory in which continuous efficiency 

and productivity gains were translated 

into increasing margins, reaching 

record levels in 2014 and 2015.

ODONTOPREV IBX

TOTAL SHAREHOLDER REMUNERATION SINCE THE IPO x IBX

2006

ODPV3 +22.1% +30.8% -46.0% +182.6% +80.4% +8.0% +25.4% -5.2% +4.5% +0.1% +37.1%

Source: BM&FBovespa

IBX: +6.9% +47.8% -41.8% +72.8% +2.6% -11.4% +11.5% -3.1% -2.8% -12.4% +36.7%

+592%

IBX+82%

2008 20152014201320122011201020092007 2016

650

550

450

350

250

150

50



NET 
REVENUES
(R$ MILLION)

AVERAGE 
TICKET

( R$/MEMBER/
MONTH )

NUMBER OF 
MEMBERS

( THOUSAND LIVES )

DENTAL 
CARE RATIO

(%)

EBITDA
(R$ MILLION)

EBITDA 
MARGIN

(%)

NET 
INCOME
(R$ MILLION)

NET 
CASH

(R$ MILLION)

CASH 
DIVIDENDS

(R$ MILLION)

2006 182 12.25 1,492  46.7 45 25.1 17 205 16

2007 259 12.53  2,113  43.0  60  23.3  48  210  16 

2008 318 12.07  2,460  44.3  76  23.9  55  201  40 

2009 382 12.80  4,175  44.0  81  21.1  59  539²  200 

2010 685 12.87  4,978  47.7  154  22.4 121  133  352 

2011 835 13.66  5,533  48.2  208  24.9  145  208  160 

2012 955 14.33  5,976  49.2  227  23.8  146  218  160 

2013 1,070 15.22  6,172  47.7  273  25.5  188  257  206 

2014 1,156 16.07  6,316  46.2  305  26.4  195  266  214 

2015 1,250 17.04  6,409  46.6  327¹  26.2¹  221  334  221 

2016 1,365 18.58  6,267  49.1  300¹  22.0¹  216  428  173 
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10-YEARS SINCE THE IPO

NET REVENUES EVOLUTION 
(R$ million)

(R$ million)

CAGR=22%

182

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

259
318

382

685

835

955
1,070

1,156

1,250 1,365

ADJUSTED EBITDA (R$ million) 
AND ADJUSTED EBITDA MARGIN (%)

CAGR=21%

46

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

60

23.3%

23.9%

21.1%

22.4%

24.9%

23.8%

25.1%

76
81

154

208
227

273

305
327

300

25.5%

26.4%
26.2%

22.0%

NET INCOME EVOLUTION 

CAGR=29%

17

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

48
55 59

121

145 146

188
195

221

IPO

IPO

IPO

216

A 9.2% increase in consolidated 
 net revenue;

R$101 million incremental revenue from 
the SME and Individual segments;

A 9% rise in the average ticket;

6.3 million beneficiaries;

28,000 accredited dentists, covering more 
than 2,400 municipalities in Brazil;

7,000 children and teenagers  
assisted by the Continued 
Assistance Program;

1.8 million documents  
digitized by the Digital 
Convergence area;

Average of 350,000 images  
per month (71% of the  
total), transmitted via  
apps and portal;

Partnership with A.C.Camargo 
Cancer Center for the early 
diagnosis of oral cancer.

2016 HIGHLIGHTS

KEY METRICS OF THE DECADE

¹ Includes Brasildental’s pro forma EBITDA.

² Includes a capital contribution by Bradesco, in the amount of R$330 million.
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Operation in both 

the corporate and 

massive markets (SMEs 

and individuals)

More than 28,000 accredited 

dentists covering over 2,400 

municipalities in Brazil

5. ACCREDITED 
SERVICE NETWORK

1. MARKET 
SEGMENTATION

Well balanced distribution 

channels, according to 

the segments operated 

by the Company

3. DISTRIBUTION 
CHANNELS

4. POST-SALE 
SERVICE

Channels of customer 

relationship with corporate 

clients and SMEs

OdontoPrev - 2016 Sustainability Report 

More than 400 dental care 

plans registered at the ANS, a 

benchmark in reputation and 

credibility in the market

SUPPORT CHANNELS: establish  
relationships with beneficiaries and dentists

DIGITAL CONVERGENCE: allows for 
the digitalization of patients’ records 

and timeliness in the operation

QUALITY MANAGEMENT: evaluates 
the treatment provided by accredited 
dentists and assures the quality of the 

procedures performed in the beneficiaries

6. OPERATING 
SUPPORT 

2. PORTFOLIO OF 
BRANDS AND SERVICES 

|G4-4, G4-8, G4-DMA Client´s health and safety, G4-PR1|

BUSINESS MODEL
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1. Market segmentation

OdontoPrev seeks to maximize its potential – a solid basis in the corporate segment, 

structure and experience in serving beneficiaries from large companies – to operate 

in the segment of SMEs and individual plans. By means of its Strategic Planning, the 

Company implemented the market segmentation policy and began a program to 

expand its structure. 

The Company started to introduce actions to run operations in the massive segment 

in recent years. In 2014, a commercial department for massive plans, with a dedicated 

structure, was established exclusively for the development of channels for individual 

plans and SMEs. 

Since 2011, the massive segment has grown 
approximately 18 percent per year, and continues 
its growing pace

CUSTOMER PROFILE IN 2016 (THOUSAND LIVES)

4,696

904
667

Individual 
Plans

SMECorporate

CORPORATE SEGMENT

MASSIVE SEGMENT: SME AND INDIVIDUAL PLANS

With nearly 4.7 million beneficiaries, the corporate segment is the main 

commercial pillar. The Company offers more than 300 dental care plans to 

this segment.

The segment of massive products has around 1.5 million beneficiaries and is comprised 

of SMEs, with up to 199 lives, and individual plans. Since 2011, the portfolio has 

grown approximately 18 percent per year, and continues its growing pace. 

Plans for individuals are distributed by means of commercial partnership with 

retailers, including C&A and Riachuelo, and healthcare companies. Associations 

with financial institutions, such as Bradesco and Banco do Brasil, generated a 

qualitative jump for OdontoPrev´s operation in this segment, with an outstanding 

market potential.

NON-CORPORATE  
CUSTOMER PROFILE IN 2016
Bank channels as % of total

BANK CHANNELS OTHER NON-CORPORATE CHANNELS

33%

67%

OdontoPrev - 2016 Sustainability Report 
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2. Portfolio of brands and services

OdontoPrev can build tailor-made plans according to the need 

of corporate clients, by offering unique, high quality dental 

care services.

ODONTOPREV

An operation that meets the group´s largest number of beneficiaries, 

including corporate clients, SMEs and individuals. Pioneer in collective 

plans, the distinguishing feature of this brand are multifunctional 

service cells that provide post-sales services. 

For more information, please access:  www.odontoprev.com.br

BRADESCO DENTAL
 

Backed by the Bradesco brand, which has a nationwide capillarity, 

Bradesco Dental has comprehensive access to the audience of 

individuals and SMEs.

For more information, please access: www.bradescodental.com.br

PRÍVIAN

A prime dental care solution that provides tools that allow total 

freedom of choice of dentists in using the benefit. Focus on highly 

demanding, very sophisticated corporate clients. 

For more information, please access: www.privian.com.br

REDE DENTAL

With cutting-edge business management technology, Rede Dental 

serves companies of varying sizes and segments located in the State 

of Minas Gerais, with a focus on Belo Horizonte.

For more information, please access: www.rededental.com.br

The brands are the following: 

ODONTOSERV

A dental care company operating in the Northeast region, with focus 

on orthodontics, mainly dedicated to the individual segment.

For more information, please access: www.odontoserv.com.br

BB DENTAL

BB Dental is a joint venture between OdontoPrev and BB Seguridade, 

distributing dental plans across all channels of Banco do Brasil’s system. 

For more information, please access: www.bbdental.com.br

BOA CONSULTA

An online platform designed to schedule medical and dental 

appointments. As a minority shareholder, OdontoPrev has a partnership 

with Boa Consulta, so that clients may schedule appointments through 

the application.

For more information, please access: www.boaconsulta.com

EASY DENTAL

A subsidiary of OdontoPrev Serviços, Easy Dental develops and licenses 

computer software and programs for managing dental offices and 

dental care plans.

For more information, please access: www.easy.odo.br

DENTAL PARTNER

A subsidiary of OdontoPrev, Dental Partner sells, on a wholesale and 

retail basis, dental materials and products, as well as pharmaceutical 

supplies and soft commodities at competitive prices for dentists within 

the OdontoPrev network.

GRUPO PAPAIZ

Focusing on dental radiography clinics, controlled jointly with Group Fleury.

For more information, please access: www.papaizassociados.com.br

The main services are the following: 
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3. Distribution channels

The market segmentation makes it natural the diversity and the multiplication of the dental 

care plan distribution channels. The Company´s Strategic Planning covers the diversification 

of the distribution channels and the continuous specialization in each of them, based on the 

customer profile they are intended for. Currently the following channels exist:

FOCUS ON THE DENTAL VALUE CHAIN

SERVICESPROPRIETARY CLINICS

DENTAL 
MATERIALS

DISTRIBUTION

DENTAL IMAGING DIAGNOSIS

DENTAL SOFTWARE

ONLINE SCHEDULING

REGIONAL BRAND
NORTHEAST

REGIONAL BRAND
MINAS GERAIS

JOINT VENTURE WITH
 BB SEGURIDADE

PREMIUM BRAND

SMALL- AND M
EDIU

M
-SIZED

 EN
TITIES

IN
D

IV
ID

UALS

LARGE CORPORATIONS

Independent brokers

Banking platforms

Medical organizations
and dental care plans

Exclusive sales channels of 
Bradesco and Banco do Brasil, 
by means of Bradesco Dental 
and BB Dental brands.

Independent brokers are paid 
commissions on sales of dental 
care plans and serve as the 
clients´ legal and commercial 
representatives.

Internal
sales teams

Direct sales, made by 
OdontoPrev 
employees. 

Commercial agreement for the 
distribution of dental care 

plans to medical companies.

Independent brokers

Digital channels

Banking platforms

Medical organizations 
and dental care plans

Exclusive sales channels of 
Bradesco and Banco do Brasil, 
by means of Bradesco Dental 
and BB Dental brands.

Digital platforms, 
such as websites, 

social networks and 
applications.

Independent brokers are paid 
commissions on sales of dental 

care plans and serve as the 
clients´ legal and commercial 

representatives.

Internal 
sales teams
Direct sales, made by 
OdontoPrev employees. 

Commercial agreement for 
the distribution of dental care 
plans to medical companies.

Department
stores

Digital channels

Banking platforms

Medical organizations 
and dental care plans

Exclusive sales channels of 
Bradesco and Banco do Brasil, 
by means of Bradesco Dental 
and BB Dental brands.

Digital platforms, such 
as websites, social 

networks and 
applications.

Partnership with department 
stores that capitalize on the 

capillarity of points-of-sale to 
sell dental care plans.

Commercial agreement for 
the distribution of dental care 
plans to medical companies.
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After the plans are sold, our relationship with 

corporate clients and SMEs is maintained, respectively, 

by means of Multifunctional Service Cells and a 

Corporate Service Center (learn more on page 64). 

4. Post-sale service

5. Accredited network of dentists

OdontoPrev has a comprehensive accredited network 

of dentists, with more than 28,000 professionals. At 

least half of them hold an academic specialization. 

The Company has a footprint throughout Brazil, and 

serves more than 2,400 municipalities. The network 

is managed in a dynamic manner, with capacity and 

agility to promptly design new offerings to any 

commercial need.

OdontoPrev - 2016 Sustainability Report 

UNNA NETWORK

UNNA

Innovation by means of new 

technologies that allow 

productivity gains and enhance 

the daily activities of the 

accredited dentists

The UNNA Network is the service network brand 

by which an exclusive relationship model is 

maintained with the accredited network of dentists. 

It has achieved a unique satisfaction level being well 

recognized at Brazil´s healthcare market. 

The network is comprised of experienced professionals 

that, on average, have 15 years’ experience. 

The UNNA Network maintains three supporting pillars:

North
Mid-West
South
Southeast
Northeast

A relationship program focused 

on the continuous professional 

qualification, promotion of 

benefits and advantages to the 

accredited dentist

Teams specialized in the service 

and relationship with the 

network of dentists, who identify 

opportunities and promote 

improvements for the partnership

PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION  
OF THE UNNA NETWORK

64%

11%

4%

13%

8%



Best treatment 

option for 

the patient

Critical evaluation 

of dental 

procedures

Evaluations based on:

Scientific surveys

Clinical researches 

Patient’s history
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In 2016, OdontoPrev’s Call Center counted with 254 

service positions and 357 employees. The Call Center 

has a dynamic division into attention to beneficiaries 

and special projects, and may provide differentiated 

and customized services. The structure has a modern 

technology, with a Computer Telephone Integration 

(CTI) recording, an Automatic Response Unit (URA) 

and flow management systems. 

In turn, the Integrated Service Center (CIA) – 

specialized in corporate clients, beneficiaries 

and dentists – is focused on issues that require 

a differentiated analysis and actions in relation 

to standard practices. The team is comprised of 

dentists with the skills required to address specific 

technical issues.

The Digital Convergence department is responsible 

for receiving and digitally file at the beneficiaries’ 

virtual records all documents transmitted by the 

accredited network containing information on the 

treatment performed. The area is covered by two 

pillars: technology and innovation. OdontoPrev 

created technologies that streamline the operation 

and contribute to the sustainability.

A key innovation dates 2006 and consists of a 

special equipment that digitizes radiographs and 

tomography imaging received. In 2016, 1.8 million 

digital documents were stored online. 

Later, in 2013, a portal for accredited professionals 

was created, allowing the transmission of images on 

the internet. To make the dentists’ daily activities 

even easier, an application was launched to allow 

the accredited network to capture images directly 

by using a mobile phone. Overall, 4.2 million images 

were sent by digital media (learn more on investments 

in environmental impact technology on page 78).

6. Operating support

ODONTOPREV CALL CENTER

DIGITAL CONVERGENCE

In 2016, OdontoPrev’s Call 
Center counted with 254 
service positions and 357 
employees

After the digitization of the documents 

by the Digital Convergence area, the 

Quality Management Department 

evaluates all treatments performed by 

the network of dentists. This process is 

a differential offered by OdontoPrev 

that aims to deliver the best service to 

beneficiaries, ensuring that the patient 

is provided with a service of quality and 

based on the best dental care practices.

The Quality Management team is 

comprised of technicians and dentists 

from all dental academic specializations, 

which ensures the excellence of the area. 

The team of professionals evaluates 

the treatment recommended by the 

accredited dentists, bringing confidence 

to beneficiaries and efficiency in the 

dental care process. Analyses are made 

based on Evidence-Based Dentistry 

(EBD) studies, whose research criteria 

have been established by institutions 

recognized locally and internationally. 

The EBD practice combines theoretical 

and scientific information, clinical 

experience and the history of each 

beneficiary, since the patient´s full 

documentation remains available on 

OdontoPrev´s virtual records. In addition, 

the Company maintains an EDB study 

group, and the understandings resulting 

from the discussions are published in an 

in-house magazine. For 2017, the focus 

of the area will be on innovation, and 

new technology to enhance its practices.

QUALITY MANAGEMENT

700,000 evaluations 
per month

120 specialists  
in different  
Dentistry areas 

The Quality Management considers the fundamentals of the Evidence-Based Dentistry: 
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INNOVATION 
As for the Strategic Planning of OdontoPrev, in 2015 the 

Information Technology Area was upgraded, and the position 

of Chief Information Officer (CIO) was created. The constant 

presence of innovation in its day-to-day activities is one of the 

main differentials of OdontoPrev, which is the first healthcare 

company in Brazil to develop an internal operating system 

totally designed to serve beneficiaries and the accredited 

network of dentists. The Dental Care Management System 

(DCMS) platform is a Company’s proprietary system that allows 

to integrate processes and data, such as the transmission of 

information to the ANS, payment to dentists, beneficiaries’ 

master file and virtual records. 

Some of the solutions include:

The Company applied its knowledge 

of dental care processes to redesign 

internally a functional service that makes 

it easier the work of the accredited 

dentists by the electronic capture and 

transfer of images to OdontoPrev and 

digitization of service authorization 

forms, among others, providing 

increased service agility and maximizing 

the satisfaction of the accredited 

professionals and beneficiaries. 

UNNA

OdontoPrev made a partnership 

with A.C.Camargo Cancer Center to 

facilitate the early diagnosis of oral 

cancer. A new functionality embedded 

into the UNNA Network app allows the 

accredited dental surgeons to transmit 

forms containing oral lesions found 

in patients to OdontoPrev’s Quality 

Management area. 

Credit card payments are accepted 

only for agreements made through 

OdontoPrev´s electronic commerce 

portal. Since November 2016, this means 

of payment has been accepted for plans 

sold at banking branches and also at 

department stores.

Credit card payments

Partnership with  
A.C.Camargo Cancer CenterUNNA Network application

Implementation of URA for 
the accredited network

OdontoPrev implemented an Audio 

Response Unit (URA) in its Call Center 

to provide services to the dentists in its 

accredited network. By means of the 

ARU system, passwords are released and 

treatment authorizations are issued in a 

fully automated matter. 

2016 
AWARDS AND 
RECOGNITIONS

Human resources

Performance

100 Best Suppliers for HR;

HR Top of Mind.

During 2016, OdontoPrev received 

important awards and recognitions for its 

performance in the different areas where it 

operates, as described below: 

12th edition of the Valor 1000 yearbook;

50 Brazil´s Most Valuable Brands by IstoÉ Dinheiro magazine;

Época Negócios 360 yearbook;

Exame magazine´s The Best & the Biggest;

Broadcast Empresas Award; 

Coverage Award – Performance. 

Ranked first in the “Processes” category 

of the Insurance Innovation Award by the 

National Confederation of General, Pension 

and Life, Healthcare, and Capitalization 

Insurance Companies (CNSeg) for the 

development of the UNNA Network app;

100+ IT Innovators. 

Innovation
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2 Our 
leadership

37

|G4-34, G4-DMA Diversity and equality of 

opportunities, G4-LA12|

CORPORATE 
GOVERNANCE 
STRUCTURE

Board of Directors’ Chairman 

different from the Chief Executive 

Officer (since the 1990’s);

The Board of Directors does not 

have an executive role, 56% of 

its members are independent;

Shareholders Meetings are called 30 

days in advance of the meeting date;

Disclosure of the annual 

minimum, average and maximum 

management compensation;

3 CEOs since the Company´s foundation, 

in 1987, and 1 IRO, since the IPO, in 2006.

OdontoPrev’s commitment to ethics 

has always been a fundamental and 

non-negotiable aspect in conducting 

businesses and relationships with 

stakeholders. Historically, the Company´s 

management has been totally 

professional, non-family owned, which 

may be evidenced, for example, from 

the establishment of a Board of Directors 

eight years before the Company went 

public. In addition, the Board has never 

been chaired by the Company´s CEO 

simultaneously. This is a clear, qualified 

leadership oriented by corporate policies 

that guide the daily business activities.

The Company follows the Corporate 

Governance Best Practices Code issued 

by the Brazilian Corporate Governance 

Institute (IBGC). The basic principles that 

guide the practice are the following: 

transparency, equality, reporting and 

corporate responsibility. 

Among the corporate governance 

practices recommended by these policies, 

the Company adopts the following:
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GENERAL SHAREHOLDERS MEETING

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

FISCAL 
COUNCIL

AUDIT 
COMMITTEE

HUMAN RESOURCES 
COMMITTEE

INTERNAL 
AUDIT

EXTERNAL 
AUDIT

INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY 

DIRECTOR

MARCELO GALVÃO

COMMERCIAL 
DIRECTOR - 

CORPORATE AND 
NON CORPORATE

CARLOS
ROGOGINSKY

CLINICAL AND 
OPERATIONAL 

DIRECTOR

JOSÉ MARIA 
BENOZATTI

HUMAN RESOURCES 
DIRECTOR

ROSE GABAY

CHIEF 
ADMINISTRATIVE AND 

FINANCE OFFICER

LUIS ANDRÉ BLANCO

IR AND STRATEGIC 
PLANNING OFFICER

JOSÉ ROBERTO
PACHECO

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

RODRIGO BACELLAR

Governance structure 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Randal Luiz Zanetti CHAIRMAN

Márcio Serôa de Araújo Coriolano VICE-CHAIRMAN

Ivan Luiz Gontijo Junior MEMBER

Samuel Monteiro dos Santos Junior MEMBER

Eduardo de Toledo INDEPENDENT MEMBER

Cesar Suaki dos Santos INDEPENDENT MEMBER

Murilo Cesar Lemos dos Santos Passos INDEPENDENT MEMBER

Gerald Dinu Reiss INDEPENDENT MEMBER

José Afonso Alves Castanheira INDEPENDENT MEMBER

OdontoPrev’s Board of Directors is 

comprised on nine members, five of them 

independent. Its responsibilities include 

the establishment of the Company´s 

strategic and general policies, the 

election of directors and supervision of 

their performance. The Board of Directors 

meets ordinarily every three months – 

or at any date, whenever called by the 

Chairman or the Vice Chairman. In 2016, 

the Board met 11 times.

Board members are elected for a two-

year term, unified, and may be reelected. 

The current term of office will end by 

the time the 2018 General Shareholders 

Meeting is held. As of December 31, 2016, 

the Board´s composition was as follows:

BOARD OF DIRECTORS



FISCAL COUNCIL

Ivan Maluf Júnior MEMBER

Sueli Berselli Marinho MEMBER

Vanderlei Dominguez da Rosa MEMBER
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STATUTORY EXECUTIVE BOARD
OdontoPrev’s Statutory Executive Board 

consists of seven directors, with terms of 

office through November 19, 2017. Its 

composition as at December 31, 2016 is 

shown in the governance structure (learn 

more on page 38). In accordance with the 

Company’s Bylaws, the Statutory Executive 

Board shall consist of four up to 10 members.

The Fiscal Council is independent of 

OdontoPrev’s management and external 

auditors. The body is responsible for 

supervising management actions, 

analyzing the financial statements 

and reporting its conclusions to 

shareholders. It is not permanent in 

nature and may be established at the 

request of the General Shareholders 

Meetings. Whenever it is set up, it shall 

consist of three to five members and an 

equal number of alternate members. 

At the General Shareholders Meeting 

of April 11, 2016, the Fiscal Council 

was established for 2016. As at 

December 31, 2016, its composition 

was as follows:

FISCAL COUNCIL

AUDIT COMMITTEE 

José Afonso Alves Castanheira INDEPENDENT MEMBER 

Eduardo de Toledo INDEPENDENT MEMBER 

Haydewaldo Roberto 
Chamberlain da Costa

EXTERNAL MEMBER

Randal Zanetti MEMBER

HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE 

Márcio Serôa de Araujo Coriolano MEMBER

Gerald Dinu Reiss
INDEPENDENT MEMBER OF THE 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

César Suaki dos Santos
INDEPENDENT MEMBER OF THE 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Randal Zanetti MEMBER

COMMITTEES
The mission of OdontoPrev’s Management Committees – Audit Committee 

and Human Resources Committee – is to support the Board of Directors and 

the Executive Board in their decisions. They are composed of independent 

members, executives and specialists in topics that are relevant for the 

business, and its members are not paid any compensation.

The Audit Committee assists the Board of Directors in accounting, 

internal control, and financial reporting matters. As at December 31, 

2016, the body was composed of the following members:

The Human Resources Committee provides assistance to the Board of 

Directors in matters involving the development of internal employees 

and the accredited network of dentists. As at December 31, 2016, the 

Committee was composed of the following members:

AUDIT COMMITTEE

HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE
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50.01%48.47%

1.44%
0.08%

SHAREHOLDER STRUCTURE IN 2016

SHARES: 531,294,792 
TOTAL CAPITAL: 100%

BRADESCO
SHARES: 265,648,397 
TOTAL CAPITAL: 50.01%

FREEFLOAT
SHARES: 257,576,297
TOTAL CAPITAL: 48.47%

MANAGEMENT 
SHARES: 7,652,658
TOTAL CAPITAL: 1.44%

TREASURY SHARES
SHARES: 417,440
TOTAL CAPITAL: 0.08%

Shareholder structure

OdontoPrev’s market value reached R$7 billion in 2016, 

with a capital comprised of 531,294,792 common shares 

and investors in more than 30 countries.

In addition, the Information Security Committee is responsible for managing and creating actions to mitigate risks, 

based on the Information Security Corporate Policy. This document is distributed to all management members 

and employees during the hiring process and remains available on the corporate intranet. Similarly, partners and 

suppliers have access to the guidelines before requesting access to any information relating to the Company. Any 

departures may be reported to the Information Security Officer, in person or by email. Subsequently, cases are 

forwarded to the Information Security Committee.

RISK 
MANAGEMENT
|G4-14, G4-56, G4-DMA Investments, 

G4-HR2, G4-DMA Combat to corruption, 

G4-SO3, G4-SO4|

To ensure the best corporate governance 

practices and maintain business in 

accordance with the prevailing legislation, 

employees are required to follow the 

Code of Ethics, a practical, personal and 

professional guide which should be used 

by everyone in all their interactions and 

daily decisions. In addition to management 

members and employees, partners and 

suppliers also sign a document whereby 

they attest that they aware of the content 

of the Code of Ethics. The Code is provided 

to new employees at the time of their 

integration to the Company and is also 

available on the investors relations website.

Reports of misconduct may be made to 

the internal audit function in person 

or by letter, email or through the 

Whistleblowing Channel available on 

OdontoPrev’s portal. Suspected cases are 

forwarded for analysis by the Investigation 

and Ethics Committee, monthly submitted 

to the CEO and semi-annually to the Audit 

Committee. The Internal Audit maintains 

a history of cases and actions taken, 

ensuring the continuous enhancement 

and transparency of the processes. 

The Internal Audit maintains a history 
of cases and actions taken, ensuring 
the continuous enhancement and 
transparency of the processes



EMPLOYEES PROFILE  BY TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT

598

260

858

Full time

493

105

598

Part-time

EMPLOYEES BY GENDER

1,166

415

2015

1,091

365

2016

Men

Men

Women

Women

Total
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3 Our 
employees

OdontoPrev closed 2016 with 1,456 employees, of which 75 percent are women. 

Equality may be seen in the management body, with 54 percent of leadership roles 

being performed by women, which demonstrates the Company's commitment to 

the subject. Workplace is concentrated in the Company´s headquarters in Barueri, 

State of São Paulo. 

Note: 99.7% of employees are covered by collective bargaining agreements (considering permanent and 
temporary agreements, except for interns, who do not have an employment relationship with the Company).

STAFF 
PROFILE
|G4-10, G4-11, G4-DMA Presence in the market, 

G4-DMA Employment, G4-LA1|



OdontoPrev has not made any acyclical 
restructuring processes, in line with its 
understanding that people management and 
the qualification of its employees are highly 
strategic for the business

18

58
2

3

1,375
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ODONTOPREV'S EMPLOYEES BY GEOGRAPHIC REGION

ODONTOPREV'S EMPLOYEES BY POSITION

NORTHEAST

SOUTHEAST

NORTH

SOUTH

MID-WEST

641

112

320

383

BACK OFFICE

MANAGER

SUPPORT

SPECIALIST

EMPLOYEE TURNOVER

EMPLOYEE HIRING IN 2016

197

61

258

EMPLOYEE DISMISSAL IN 2016

268

86

354

Men

Men

Women

Women

Total

Total



As a dental benefits company, OdontoPrev 

understands that the service delivered to 

and the relationships maintained with the 

beneficiaries and the accredited network 

are critical for its success. Therefore, 

all OdontoPrev’s staff is comprised of 

employees, not third-parties including 

those at the back office. Staff is comprised 

of more than 300 dentists that serve 

in different areas, including: Quality 

management, Network operations and 

OdontoPrev´s proprietary clinics. Moreover, 

in 2017, the Company will structure a 

program focused on Dentistry students.

OdontoPrev works on a continuous 

basis and focused on the professional 

development, as well as on the 

improvement of the internal climate. 

To achieve this, a survey is conducted 

annually. In 2016, the methodology 

was revised and, besides measuring 

the employees´ satisfaction level, the 

survey has also assessed the degree of 

engagement. Also, data is now tabulated 

by a specialized firm, making it possible 

the comparison of results to those of 

other companies, playing both in the 

healthcare and other segments.

In general, the climate has been assessed 

as very positive, and the Company 

maintains climate survey groups 

to evaluate and conceive solutions 

to further improve the employees’ 

satisfaction level. The success of this 

work may be seen from the high scores 

and degree of engagement.

As a result of the organizational climate 

and the appreciation shown by our 

professionals, the turnover rate declined 

from 12.7% in 2015 to 6.5% in 2016, a 

percentage considered low compared 

to the market and the total number of 

employees of the Company. Despite the 

economic crisis, OdontoPrev has not made 

any acyclical restructuring processes, in 

line with its understanding that people 

management and the qualification of 

its employees are highly strategic for 

the business. The difference in the total 

headcount is due to the postponement or 

cancellation of vacancies, mainly in the Call 

Center, which reported a productivity gain.

As a result of the organizational climate 
and the appreciation shown by our 
professionals, the turnover rate declined 
from 12.7% in 2015 to 6.5% in 2016
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OVER 50 YEARS

NORTHEAST

UP TO 30 YEARS

SOUTHEAST

30 TO 50 YEARS

SOUTH

156

17

181

EMPLOYEE DISMISSAL BY AGE GROUP

2

193

63

EMPLOYEE HIRING BY AGE GROUP

243

8

7

337

9

8

EMPLOYEE DISMISSAL BY REGIONEMPLOYEE HIRING BY REGION

AGE GROUP

REGION



OdontoPrev has a one-year recruitment 
and development program targeted to 
recently college graduates
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Compensation and benefits
|G4-EC5, G4-DMA Employment, G4-LA2, G4-LA3, G4-DMA Equality of 

compensation for men and women, G4-LA13|

Employees’ compensation is defined 

according to their roles and responsibilities, 

individual performance and compatibility 

with the salaries in the market. OdontoPrev 

puts a great value on equality of genders. 

Therefore, no salary distinctions are made 

in the hiring or career development 

processes. The structure of jobs and 

salaries is well-defined and, on annual 

basis, surveys are conducted to analyze 

the fixed and variable compensation and 

benefit practices for all levels, in addition 

to benchmarking the competitiveness of 

its strategy against the market. 

The proportion of the lowest salary 

paid by the Company was 108% 

above the minimum salary in Brazil 

as at December 31, 2016 for women 

and 119% for men. The proportion of 

men’s salaries was 50.76 percent higher 

for management roles and 19.50 

percent for specialized functions, in 

relation to women´s salaries. Whereas, 

women´s salaries was 1.46 percent 

higher for supporting roles and 3.87% 

for backing functions.

Bonuses to employees are directly 

influenced by the results of satisfaction 

surveys conducted with corporate 

clients, dentists in the accredited 

network and beneficiaries. In addition 

to a fair compensation, OdontoPrev´s 

employees are granted a series of 

benefits, including:

Dental care plan

Health care plan

Life insurance

Chartered bus transportation

Meal voucher

YOUNG ENTREPRENEURS 
(“JOVENS EMPREENDEDORES”)

Because a significant number of 

employees are comprised by women, 

the Company understands the need to 

adopt flex time due to their “double 

working day”. In 2016, 36 female 

employees went on maternity leave 

- out of this number, 26 returned to 

work at the end of this benefit term. 

In turn, paternity leave was granted to 

nine employees; all of them returned to 

work at the end of the period.

Since 2010, OdontoPrev has a one-year 

recruitment and development program 

targeted to recently college graduates. 

Named Young Entrepreneurs, this initiative 

encourages participants to develop a 

comprehensive and systematic view 

of the Company, since they conduct a 

multidisciplinary project and are stimulated 

to take part in strategic decision processes. 

The young entrepreneurs close the cycle 

ready to assume responsibility functions, 

such as analyst and senior consultant.

One of the differentials of the program is 

the coaching process whereby participants 

have the chance to improve competences 

during eight individual sessions. In line 

with OdontoPrev’s objective of forming 

leaders, the coaching process seeks to 

empower young professionals so that they 

can play a central role in conducting their 

own project.

Since its creation, 28 young entrepreneurs 

were hired; out of them, 19 remain with 

the Company (a 65 percent retention). 

Some of the participants in this program 

now serve in managerial positions. 
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The objective of the Training Policy is to 

disclose standards, criteria and procedures 

that may be used as reference for the 

professional. Annually, the Training area 

makes a diagnosis of training needs 

with the managers in order to identify 

the needs covering both technical and 

behavioral aspects. The annual calendar 

is disclosed to all employees. 

In 2016, employees attended 32,000 

training hours, both in the classroom 

and e-learning formats. A total of 36 

classroom and 94 e-learning training 

sessions were provided, resulting in an 

average of 22 hours per employee. 

TRAINING MODALITIES IN 2016

PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT
|G4-DMA Training and education, G4-LA9, 

G4-LA10, G4-HR2|

35%

65%

E-LEARNING

IN-CLASS

The technical and behavioral training programs cover all hierarchical levels 

and discuss a variety of topics, such as empowerment of the team of sales, 

leadership program, technical and negotiation skills, time management and 

administration, teamworking, excellence in customer service, management of 

32,000 hours

20,000 hours

12,000 hours

conflicts and people, integration of 

new employees, and of new call center 

operators, as well as presentations of 

the Strategic Planning. 

Under the e-learning format, OdontoPrev 

University is available by means of 

Learning Management Systems (LMS). 

The objective of the platform is to develop 

competences and technical knowledge of 

employees, respecting their availabilities. 

There are required and optional 

courses. Mandatory courses include: 

Ethics, integration, information 

security, sustainability and compliance. 

On a monthly basis, employees receive 

via email and intranet the list of 

courses available. All training sessions 

are evaluated by participants. In 2016, 

100 percent of the evaluations were 

assigned scores that ranged between 

good and excellent.

NUMBER OF TRAINING HOURS IN 2016

3,843

9,930

5,766

12,493

Manager Specialist Support Back office
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PERFORMANCE 
EVALUATION
|G4-DMA Training and education, G4-LA11|

Evaluation of goals

Evaluation of competences

All OdontoPrev’s employees have individual annual 

goals. Although annual, employees and their respective 

managers follow the performance up each six months. 

The employees post the relevant information to the 

system and discuss such information with their manager, 

who validates the final result. 

The individual and corporate goals are used as pillars 

for the calculation of the profit sharing amount (“PPR”). 

These two dimensions have equal weights, which 

reinforces the importance of the balance between the 

collective and the individual performance and fosters a 

culture of collaboration and meritocracy at all levels.

Managers evaluate their employees taking into account six corporate competences set defined by OdontoPrev: 

efficiency and effectiveness; relationship; comprehensive vision; development; commitment to results, and 

innovation. The main objective of the analysis of competences is to improve the professional development of 

each one of the employees, that is, if their attitudes are compliant with the behaviors expected by OdontoPrev, 

according to the function and area of operation.

By using an online system, 
OdontoPrev evaluates the 
performance of 100% of 
its employees based on two 
procedures

By means of an electronic platform dedicated to follow 

up their performance, employees agreed on their annual 

goals and the respective managers ratify the contracted 

goals. At the end of the first half of the year, managers 

and employees meet to conduct the performance 

evaluation process for the period. The same process is 

performed at the end of the year. By using an online 

system, OdontoPrev evaluates the performance of 100% 

of its employees based on two procedures: 

OdontoPrev operates in strict 

compliance with the prevailing 

labor laws and values a relation of 

transparency and partnership with 

its employees. In addition to the 

activities related to their roles, those 

employees who take part in the 

Internal Accident Prevent Committee 

(CIPA) act as multipliers and agents 

focused on the reduction of accidents 

and occupational diseases. Supported 

by the headquarters administrators, 

the Company seeks to follow, oversight 

and monitor its facilities, so as to ensure 

that all employees are comfortably set 

up and do not work exposed to risks.

LABOR 
RESPONSIBILITY 

QUALITY OF 
LIFE INITIATIVES
OdontoPrev promotes actions to 

improve the well-being and safety 

of its teams, which benefit from the 

Company’s experience in promoting 

oral health. The Company maintains 

an outpatient unit called Health Space 

which is coordinated by a healthcare 

team that remains available full time 

to serve the employees working 

at the headquarters, in Barueri. 

Employees working in other units 

receive guidance on specific questions 

by phone or email. In 2016, 6,276 

professionals were served by the 

medical or nursing team.

The focus of the quality of life actions 

is preventive. In 2016, 365 employees 

attended 14 lectures which discussed 

topics such as oral health, nutrition, 

quality of life, prostate and breast 

cancer prevention. 

OdontoPrev promotes actions to improve the 
well-being and safety of its teams

Also, employees have a time to make physical exercises and a relaxing time 

during the labor gym, which happens on a weekly basis. These sessions include 

stretching techniques, breathing and posture re-education.
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|G4-DMA Product and service labeling, G4-PR5|

|G4-12, G4-DMA Supplier environmental assessment, G4-EN32, G4-DMA Supplier assessment 

for labor practices, G4-LA14, G4-DMA Supplier assessment for human rights, G4-HR10, G4-DMA 

Supplier assessment for impacts on society, G4-SO9|

ETHICAL 
RELATIONSHIP

RELATIONSHIP 
WITH SUPPLIERS

OdontoPrev makes a Whistleblowing 

Channel available – to employees, 

clients, beneficiaries, accredited network, 

partners, suppliers, shareholders and 

external audiences – to report, in a 

confidential manner, cases related to 

the Code of Ethics, including coercion or 

harassment situations that may be harmful 

to the Company’s image or businesses, as 

well as issues that are not in compliance 

with the legal provisions and regulations.

Complaints may be sent by letter, email, posts 

on OdontoPrev’s website or made in person 

to the leader of the internal audit function. 

OdontoPrev periodically monitors the 

satisfaction of three key audiences: 

corporate clients, dentists in the 

accredited network and beneficiaries. 

The satisfaction survey is quantitative, 

nationwide, and processed with 

the support of Datafolha, an 

independent research institute, to 

ensure that issues relating to ethics 

and corporate governance may be 

reported. Researches are applied on a 

continuous basis and are consolidated 

in three periods within each year. The 

adjustment to the processes is made at 

the end of each cycle.

In 2016, OdontoPrev relied on 

approximately 250 contracted suppliers 

and it is estimated that these companies 

have another 300 in their own supply 

chains. About 90% of the agreements 

involve services, mainly technology driven, 

such as systems development, software 

acquisition, and telecommunications.

Because the Company values the 

management of its supply chain, supplier 

assessment process is performed taking 

into account aspects such as quality, 

commitment, on-time delivery, and cost.

All suppliers are contracted based 

on environmental requirements and 

criteria such as good practices in labor 

and human rights. An independent 

firm has been engaged by OdontoPrev 

to assess the documentation submitted 

by suppliers and verify if such 

information is correct with the 

relevant bodies. 
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As an industry leading company, OdontoPrev actively participates in associations 

and takes part in forums to share experiences, promote debates about challenges 

and strengthen its presence. 

The Company participates in the following associations:

FenaSaúde
(National Federation of Supplementary Health)

The entity represents 18 groups of private healthcare companies, totaling 23 

companies out of 1,173 operators with active beneficiaries.

IESS
(Institute of Supplementary Health Studies)

A not-for-profit organization that aims to promote and conduct studies on conceptual 

and technical aspects that serve as basis for the implementation of policies and the 

introduction of best practices in supplementary heath.

Sinog
(National Union of Group Dental Enterprises)

It is part of the system comprised of Abramge (Brazilian Association of Group 

Medicine) and Sinamge (Group Medicine Companies Union), which institutionally 

represent all group medical and dental care companies throughout Brazil. Sinog is the 

most active entity in dental plan operators, promoting the exchange of information 

among its members and encouraging debate among operators, regulatory agencies, 

service providers and the population in general.

MEMBERSHIP TO 
PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
|G4-16|

RELATIONSHIP WITH 
REGULATORY BODIES

OdontoPrev is regulated by ANS, 

responsible for defining rules to operate 

in the healthcare industry. The agency 

has increasingly encouraged healthcare 

companies to participate in consultative 

discussions, forums and debates.

Since 2011, OdontoPrev has maintained 

an internal multidisciplinary group that 

addresses in the Company resolutions 

and rules established by ANS to ensure 

that the Company´s activities conform 

to such regulations. Aware of the 

importance of formalizing its relationship 

with the regulatory agency, as from 2017, 

the Company will structure a regulatory 

compliance department to further 

enhance transparency in complying with 

the agency’s requirements.

An initiative promoted by ANS of which 

OdontoPrev is part, “Projeto Sorrir” 

(Smile Project) proposes a change in the 

Brazilian dental care model. Developed 

with the support of the Federal Council 

of Dentistry (CFO), the purpose of the 

project is to improve the service provided 

to beneficiaries of dental care plans, value 

good practices of service providers and 

make dental care operators’ management 

more efficient through a new method to 

compensate the accredited network to 

discourage unnecessary dental procedures 

and induced demands in Dentistry. 

OdontoPrev’s pioneering position provides 

the industry with comprehensive know-

how and ensures that the quality of its 

services is maintained. The Company is top 

ranked according to IDSS (Supplementary 

Healthcare Performance Index) 2016, related 

to the year of 2015. Through its Operator 

Qualification Program, ANS assesses, on an 

annual basis, the operators’ performance 

and qualification based on four aspects: 

quality and attention to health, guaranteed 

access, market sustainability, and processes 

and regulation management. Under 

the Program’s criteria, evaluation scores 

range from 0.0 to 1.0. During the period, 

OdontoPrev was assigned the highest score, 

ranging from 0.80 to 1.00. 
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RELATIONSHIP WITH 
THE ACCREDIT NETWORK
The UNNA Network is the brand of OdontoPrev’s 

service network, which adopts an exclusive 

relationship model with the participant dentists. The 

close partnership and transparency relationship with 

its more than 28,000 accredited dentists, throughout 

Brazil, is one of its differentials and guarantees of 

excellence in services. 

Events, communication campaigns and technological 

innovation are some of the ways how the Company 

maintains its relationship with the accredited network. 

Besides, OdontoPrev maintains employees as field 

consultants, that is, dentists that make direct contact with 

professionals in the accredited network and make them 

regular visits. These consultants are supported, by phone 

or Internet, by internal consultants, as well as dentists at 

the central offices or in OdontoPrev’s branches. In 2016, 

40,000 visits were made to accredited dental offices. 

In 2016, 40,000 visits were made to 
accredited dental offices

The UNNA Network Partner Program was conceived in 2012 to build an 

increasingly closer relationship with accredited professionals. 

UNNA Network Partner Program

UNNA

 

Sharing knowledge with accredited professionals through different 

communication channels, such as: 

UNNA; UNNA Network Forum; UNNA Network Portal; Conexão UNNA 

magazine; UNNA Network application. 

CONTINUED EDUCATION

OdontoPrev maintains a partnership with USP (University of São Paulo – 

campus Bauru) and with the accredited network of dental surgeons for 

the development of new technology to recycle amalgam.

AMALGAM RECYCLING

The accredited network is granted points by providing dental care 

and procedures. Points are converted into dental materials. In 2016, 

OdontoPrev recorded an increase in the delivery of dental supplies of 

24%, posting a new record. This year, 629,577 materials were delivered 

compared to 476,768 in 2015. 

The Company intends to further strengthen the relationship with the 

accredited network in 2017, with the sale of supplies at attractive prices.

REPLACEMENT OF MATERIALS

By offering culture and entertainment to the accredited network, UNNA 

Culture distributed more than 5 thousand tickets in 2016 to approximately 25 

events, such as shows, performances and musicals, such as: "Elis, o Musical", 

"SamBRA", "Chacrinha, o Velho Guerreiro” and "Garota de Ipanema". 

UNNA CULTURE

Easy Dental

Boa Consulta

Papaiz Group

Banco Bradesco

OTHER PARTNERSHIPS
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Since 2015, the platform facilitates the work of the accredited dentists through the following features:

The most important event organized by the UNNA Network, the UNNA Network Forum honors 

the professionals of the accredited network who scored the highest in the satisfaction survey 

conducted by “Instituto Datafolha”. The 5th edition of the event took place on December 9-11, 

2016, in Praia do Forte (BA). Besides the awards given to 220 dentists, national and international 

renowned professionals delivered lectures on topics such as oral cancer, risks associated with the 

excessive use of anti-inflammatory and technological advances applied to Dentistry.

UNNA Network application

UNNA NETWORK FORUM 

Electronic capture and transfer of images to OdontoPrev;

Scanning of the bar codes of the Dental Treatment Forms;

Updating of images taken in the electronic dental records of each beneficiary;

Automatic storage of images in cell phone. The application adjusts the camera features to the type of 

desired photo, thus ensuring the transparency of processes and sharpness to check such processes;

Transmission of possible lesions in oral cavity to the professionals of A.C.Camargo Cancer Center.

Since 2015, the UNNA Network facilitates the work 
of accredited dentists. Through mobile devices, 
professionals can transfer images and update 
beneficiaries’ electronic records

Developed to facilitate interactions with dentists in 

their daily routines, the portal offers features in a 

single technological platform, such as:

This magazine is published quarterly and distributed 

to all accredited dentists network. Recognized 

as reference for bibliographic research, it is part 

of the serial publication records maintained by 

International Center of ISSN (Standard Serial 

Number), in Paris, France.

The relationship with corporate clients (large 

companies and SMEs) is conducted by Post-Sales 

Service: Multifunctional Cells for Service and 

Assistance Center for Legal Entities. OdontoPrev 

has also been implementing the digital self-service 

to expand services in its portals and some retention 

initiatives, such as improvements in the collection 

system and cancellation reversal. 

UNNA Network Portal

Conexão UNNA magazine

Request for password authorization;

View pre-approval deadlines;

Payment demonstration;

Transmission of images;

Disallowance appeal;

Printing of operating forms:

Consultation about procedure coverage;

Request of administrative and dental materials.

RELATIONSHIP 
WITH CLIENTS
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Beneficiaries’ satisfaction with the accredited network’s client services 

is measured through surveys conducted by “Instituto Datafolha”, 

ensuring independence and impartiality in the evaluation process. 

Those dentists with the highest scores are invited to take part in 

UNNA Network Forum.

RELATIONSHIP 
WITH BENEFICIARIES

OdontoPrev has developed an application to facilitate the relationship 

with its beneficiaries from OdontoPrev, Bradesco Dental and Prívian.

The platform includes capabilities such as:

Dedicated to corporate clients. Each cell is organized as a business unit 

and is responsible for the indicators of its client portfolio, including 

profitability, growth, retention, quality and satisfaction metrics, 

playing an important role in the long-term relationship.

Responsible for post-sales services of all client SMEs.  The center has an 

exclusive team that settles requests and clear clients’ questions.

Multifunctional 
Service Cells

Assistance Center 
for Legal Entities  

Virtual oral health card;

Accredited network listing;

Request for refund;

Communication channels;

Oral health promotion.

RELATIONSHIP 
WITH THE ACADEMY

In partnership with the Biological 

Sciences Department of USP (University 

of São Paulo – campus Bauru) and 

the accredited network of dentists, 

OdontoPrev runs the amalgam 

recycling program, funding studies 

focused on the development of new 

technology to recycle such material 

(learn more on page 77). 

As a sponsor of the project since 

2013, OdontoPrev re-equipped the 

Biochemistry Laboratory, in addition 

to providing all necessary materials 

and compensating the researchers. 

The result is the proposal of clean 

technologies intended to preserve the 

environment. All proceeds from the 

sale of recycled waste is donated to 

USP and reinvested in researches.

OdontoPrev is well positioned 
to explore the opportunities 
existing in the sector
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5 Our 
results

2016 was a challenging year due to the 

macroeconomic crisis and the political 

instability. Brazil´s Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP) contracted 3.6 percent and 

the unemployment rate reached record 

12 percent of the country´s economically 

active population. The resistant inflation 

impacted the companies’ cost structures 

and pricing policies. 

While most of the Brazilian economic 

sectors recorded contraction, including 

the healthcare segment, dental care 

plans grew 3.8 percent, with more than 

22 million beneficiaries. 

Dental care plans in Brazil are 

traditionally sold to large employers 

by independent brokers. The dental 

care sector’s penetration in large 

corporations is higher than 50 percent, 

while in the SMEs segment, it does 

not reach 5 percent. The percentages 

contrast with the Ministry of Labor’s 

figures, which show that nearly 

21 million people work for large 

companies, against approximately 28 

million employed by SMEs. 

According to ANS, corporate collective 

plans serve more than 16 million 

beneficiaries, whereas individual plans 

total 3.8 million beneficiaries. Dental 

care plans’ penetration in the market 

is low, reaching slightly more than 11 

percent of Brazil´s population. There are 

significant growth opportunities for the 

coming decades, especially in the SME 

and individual segments. 

OdontoPrev is well positioned to 

explore the opportunities existing 

in the sector. Focused on this, the 

Company structured its Strategic 

Planning to enhance the dental care 

plan offerings, segment by segment. 

Constantly, the Company also takes 

integrated actions by creating new 

structures and revising its internal 

organization. Actions are taken based 

on excellence and efficiency standards 

that characterize its history of almost 

30 years. 

MACROECONOMIC 
PERSPECTIVE AND 
SECTOR CONTEXT

OdontoPrev is well positioned to explore the 
opportunities existing in the sector
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ODONTOPREV’S 
PERFORMANCE
|G4-DMA Economic performance|

In 2016, OdontoPrev posted a 

solid operating and financial 

performance, especially considering 

the macroeconomic scenario. The 

results reflect the efficiency of the 

Company´s strategic planning, which, 

thanks to the specific approach 

applied to each segment of clients and 

the quality of its operation, made it 

possible to explore the opportunities 

of expansion and value generation. 

Net revenue increased 9.2 percent 

compared to 2015, achieving R$1.4 

billion. The SME and individual 

segment contributed significantly to 

this growth.

The average ticket in 2016 was R$18.58 

per month, 9 percent up on 2015, a record 

growth rate in a decade, reflecting the 

price adjustment of the agreements and 

the dynamics of the sales mix. Cost of 

services was 49.1 percent of the revenue 

in the year, versus 46.6 percent on 2015.

The EBITDA margin, of 22 percent, 

achieved R$300 million in 2016, with an 

annual decline of 8.3 percent. In 2016, 

cash dividends were R$173 million, 

among dividends and interest on capital. 

Net profit totaled R$216 million, a 2.2 

percent decrease. OdontoPrev closed the 

year with a net cash of R$428 million, 

without any debt.

The corporate segment posted a decrease of 307,000 lives in 2016, as a result of the 

high unemployment that affected the country. The corporate client portfolio had 

4.7 million lives at the end of 2016, 75 percent of total clients.

Corporate segment

in the average 
ticket (R$16.52)

Growth of 
4.9 percent 

up 0.9% 
on 2015

Net revenue of 
R$930 million,

The differentiated operation in each client segment 
and the quality of OdontoPrev’s operations enhanced 
its expansion and value generation opportunities 
in 2016

The massive portfolio accounts for 25 percent of total clients, a 22 percent increase against 2015.

Massive

Individual plans account for 11 percent of the total 

client portfolio, with 112,000 lives being added in 2016, 

attributable to an increased relative participation of 

banking channels. Bradesco channel grew 36.4% year-

on-year, representing 43 percent of the beneficiaries in 

the segment. 

INDIVIDUALS

in the average 
ticket (R$35.00)

Growth of 
16.2 percent 

up 44.7 percent 
on 2015

Net revenue of 
R$243 million,

425 555

5,003

667781 851

6,409 6,267

4,696

904

2014 2015 2016

5,110

6,316

For more information on the financial statements, operating indicators and market expectations, please access 

the Investors Relations website at: www.odontoprev.com.br/ir.

The SME segment recorded a net addition of 53,000 

new beneficiaries in 2016. Bradesco channel accounts 

for the most part of the portfolio, with 79 percent of 

lives. At the end of 2016, a total of 904,000 lives was 

recorded, or 14 percent of OdontoPrev’s total clients, 

with a CAGR of 18 percent since 2011.

SME

in the average 
ticket (R$18.54)

Growth of 
7.4 percent 

up 15.8 percent 
on 2015

Net revenue of 
R$187 million,

ODONTOPREV BENEFICIARIES (THOUSAND)

Individual Plans SME Corporate Total
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Statement of value added

|G4-EC1|

The objective of OdontoPrev’s statement of value added (DVA) is 

to show the wealth created by the Company and its distribution to 

society segments, represented by shareholders, employees, financial 

institutions and the government. Total wealth was R$597,891.00, 

equivalent to 43 percent of net revenue.

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF VALUE ADDED 
FOR 2016 (R$ THOUSAND REAIS)

REVENUE 1,365,998

Inputs acquired from third parties 817,988

Gross value added 548,010

Depreciation, amortization and depletion 7,446

Net wealth created 540,564

Wealth received in transfer 57,327

WEALTH DISTRIBUTED

Personnel 106,017

Government (taxes and contributions) 224,131

Interest and rentals 42,404

Interest on capital and dividends 137,390

Retained earnings/accumulated 
losses for the year

87,949

For the coming years, the macroeconomy 

is expected to resume its pace of growth, 

with a resulting increase in Brazil´s 

GDP. As economy gradually improves 

and unemployment rates decrease, the 

Company will continue to position itself 

as the corporate segment’s major player 

and develop new massive markets, for 

SMEs and individual plans, having a high 

potential for growth.

The SME and individual plan segment 

accounts for a share in the portfolio that 

shows steady growth year after year and 

counts on a much larger addressable 

market, where penetration has not yet 

shown to be relevant. This is a unique 

opportunity to capitalize on potential, 

which is the result of the Company´s 

total competitive advantages and the 

favorable conditions of this yet to be 

explored segment.

OUTLOOK

OdontoPrev will continue to position 
itself as the corporate segment’s 
major player and develop new 
massive markets
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Since 2008, OdontoPrev has been a 
signatory of the United Nations Global 
Compact´s 10 Principles

THE UN GLOBAL 
COMPACT

Since 2008, OdontoPrev has been a 

signatory of the United Nations Global 

Compact´s 10 Principles which are 

intended to encourage companies to 

adopt internationally recognized and 

accepted business models and values 

in the areas of human rights, labor 

practices, environment and combat 

to corruption. More than 12,000 

organizations around the world are 

signatories of such initiative.

The 10 Principles are based on 

international declarations relating to 

environmental and social responsibility 

and concerns about the human being´s 

well-being, such as the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights, the 

UN Conference on Environment & 

Development (Eco-92) and the UN 

Convention Against Corruption.

In adhering to the Global Compact, 

OdontoPrev incorporated the guidelines in 

these principles into its business strategies, 

culture and daily activities. In 2016, the 

Company published a Communication on 

Progress (COP) in its Investors Relations 

website and in the Global Compact´s 

international website, publicly reinforcing 

its support to the 10 Principles. 

|G4-15|
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Businesses 
should: 

10. Businesses should 
work against corruption 
in all its forms, including 

extortion and bribery

OdontoPrev 
actions:
Anti-Corruption 
Program 

Companies 
Businesses should: 

1. Support and respect the 
protection of internationally 

proclaimed human rights

2. Make sure that they are 
complicit in human right abuses

OdontoPrev 
actions:

Whistleblowing Channel 

Climate Survey

HR Responds 

HR Goes To You  

ENVIRONM
EN

T
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THE 10 
PRINCIPLES

Businesses 
should: 

7. Support a precautionary 
approach to environmental 

challenges

8. Undertake initiatives to 
promote greater environmental 

responsibility

9. Encourage the development 
and diffusion of environmentally 

friendly technologies

OdontoPrev 
actions:

Apoena Project 

Amalgam Recycling Program

Investment in technology

Easy Dental 

ECOnomizar Program 

Yellow Card Program

Businesses 
should uphold: 

3. The freedom of association and 
the effective recognition of the 

right to collective bargaining

4. The elimination of all forms of 
forced and compulsory labor

5. The effective abolition of 
child labor

6. The elimination of 
discrimination in respect of 

employment and occupation

OdontoPrev 
actions:

Young Entrepreneurs Program

Internal Accident Prevention 
Committee (CIPA)

ENVIRONMENTAL 
POLICY

Commitment to sustainable development

Reduction of the environmental impact of processes, products and services, with a 

view to preserve the environment for future generations;

Incentive to research of new technologies, processes and supplies that minimize 

environmental impacts;

Open dialogue with the community, clients and suppliers, with exchange of 

information on environmental topics; 

Periodic evaluation of compliance with legal requirements and the performance of 

its processes and services.

Aware of the importance of incorporating 

social responsibility criteria into the 

strategic management of the business, 

the Company promotes initiatives for 

the well-being of society, monitors its 

operation and seeks the continuous 

improvement with a focus on the 

balance of the three sustainability pillars: 

environmental, economic and social.

OdontoPrev conducts several activities 

and actions that support the principles 

advocated in the Environmental Policy. 

Lear more on the following pages.

Concepts such as sustainability and 

sustainable development are part of the 

organizational culture and are present in 

OdontoPrev’s actions since its foundation, 

thus, before these concepts became 

recurring in social discussions.

The Company has always operated in a 

way to ensure that its activities, products 

and services meet the prevailing legislation 

and environmental standards. Under its 

Environmental Policy, established in 2004, 

the Company reinforces its commitment 

to preserve the environment, while 

conducting its activities in accordance with 

the sustainable development principles.

OdontoPrev has maintained its 
Environmental Policy since 2004
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Apoena Project

The Apoena Project is OdontoPrev’s main 

environmental initiative and it has been 

designed to minimize its environmental 

impacts by means of conscious consumption, 

waste reduction and recycling. Apoena is a 

Tupi word, meaning “one who sees further”. 

In line with the concept of sustainability 

development, which puts a great value in 

the well-being of future generations, the 

initiative aims to engage and influence 

both the internal and external audiences. 

Initially, the project expects to have the 

adhesion of the Company´s employees. 

Once engaged, they are responsible 

for disseminating the concept and 

encouraging conscious consumption on 

the part of clients and suppliers. This way, 

the principles will have the required echo 

in society, so that each citizen and each 

organization plays their role in building a 

more nature-friendly future. 

AMALGAM RECYCLING PROGRAM

Amalgam is a material consisting of heavy and toxic metals, including mercury and silver, used by dentists 

to fill cavities caused by tooth decays. If disposed of inappropriately, amalgam can contaminate people 

and nature. Aware of the importance of recycling this material, OdontoPrev maintains a partnership 

with University of São Paulo - USP and with the accredited network of dentists for the development of 

new technology to recycle amalgam. 

The project involves negotiation with government health and environment agencies, such as São Paulo 

State’s Environmental Authority (Cetesb), Research and Measurement Institute (Ipem) and São Paulo’s 

Health Secretariat. In addition, amalgam packaging and transport are special and certified by the 

Technology Research Institute (IPT).

Since the beginning of the project, in 2005, around 3,100 accredited dentists have adhered to the 

initiative and already forwarded 18 kg of amalgam, from which approximately 8 kg of mercury and 

silver could be recovered.

1 Dentists are provided with a kit containing handling instructions and a 

container to accommodate the amalgam waste.

2 Professionals are instructed to forward the amalgam waste to USP´s Chemical 

Waste Laboratory in the municipality of Bauru, State of São Paulo.

3 The material is submitted to a recycling process. 

4 The recycled material is solid.
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INVESTMENT IN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT TECHNOLOGY

Radiographs must be included in the 

patient´s records for purposes of analyses 

and support to the accredited network 

professional. The radiograph revelation 

process, however, requires the use of 

chemical products, such as silver. Moreover, 

all radiographs should be forwarded to 

OdontoPrev and, subsequently, returned 

to the accredited dentist. To minimize the 

environmental impacts of the revelation 

process and reduce the need to return 

them by mail, the Company has developed 

specific innovative technologies.

In addition to the technologies used by 

dental offices, a tool was developed in 

May 2016 to be used by the accredited 

network’s radiology centers. By using the 

uploader technology, radiology clinics 

no longer need to print radiographic 

documentations and can send them only 

by digital means to OdontoPrev, which, 

subsequently, makes images available 

to the beneficiary, and the dentist 

responsible for their treatment. 

In 2013 a portal for the accredited 

network was created, whereby images 

can be transmitted over the internet. 

The online delivery of dental treatment 

images replaces the otherwise only mail 

delivery option. To make the delivery of 

images even easier, without the need of 

computers and intraoral or photography 

cameras, an app called UNNA Network 

was developed, making the transmission 

of images from dental offices simpler and 

more agile, ultimately speeding up the 

accredited network´s service process.

In 2016, more than 4.2 million images 

were transmitted via digital resources, 

representing 71 percent of the total, 

demonstrating OdontoPrev´s success 

in campaigns and guidance with the 

professionals. In December 2015, six 

months after its implementation, 20 

percent of images were already being 

sent digitally. 

The dentist 
accesses 

the UNNA 
Network app.

When 
radiographs are 
not necessary: 
the dentists 

make photos of 
patients’ images 
and documents.

When radiographs 
are necessary: the 
dentists use the 
app to transmit 
images, with no 

need of providing 
images physically. 

The related data 
remain filed at 
the individual 

patient’s records.

The process 
avoids the 

revelation of 
part of the 

radiographs, 
and the emission 

of CO2.

NUMBER OF IMAGES SENT THROUGH THE UNNA NETWORK APP

IMAGES SENT VIA PORTAL

X-RAYS SENT VIA UPLOADER

304,009
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48,131
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871,848

73,086

932,529
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824,388
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7 Environmental 
responsibility

EASY DENTAL

To reduce the use of paper and the handling of clinical documentation by the accredited 

network, the Company makes available, under exclusive commercial conditions, the 

acquisition of Easy Dental, a dental office management software program.

ECONOMIZAR PROGRAM

OdontoPrev has developed an energy 

consumption reduction campaign through 

the Environmental Management Program. 

The ECOnomizar program proposes 

actions to raise awareness, focusing not 

only in reducing energy consumption at 

OdontoPrev´s headquarters and branches, 

but also at the dental offices of the 

accredited network and at the Company’s 

employees’ houses.

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANNELS’ IMPROVEMENT REGARDING THE TRANSFER OF X-RAY IMAGES

0%
5%

95%

9%

36%

27%
28%

2013 2014 2015 2016

% OF IMAGES SENT VIA PORTAL % OF IMAGES SENT BY MAIL

% OF IMAGES SENT VIA UPLOADER % OF IMAGES SENT VIA APP
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WATER 
MANAGEMENT 

In 2016 OdontoPrev consumed 3,618.8 m³ of water originated from the public 

supply system or reuse. At the Company’s headquarters, a Sewage Treatment Station 

(ETE) has been set up to allow water reuse at the restrooms and condominium 

facilities. During the recycling process, around 25% of the water evaporates and 

the rest is reused.

Water consumption control is made by the headquarters’ condominium, which 

prepares a monthly report to monitor expenditures and identify problems. 

Employees are constantly reminded of the importance of saving water. In 2016, 

water consumption declined 31.2 m³ against 2015, due to initiatives taken to 

increase employees’ awareness.

|G4-DMA Water, G4-EN8, G4-EN10|

DECREASE IN WATER 
CONSUMPTION (M³)

3,650.0
3,618.8

2015 2016

In 2016, water consumption 
declined 31.2 m³ against 
2015

All areas are always engaged, which 

contributes to conceive better ways to 

save energy, bringing benefits to the 

environment and reducing the Company´s 

costs. Actions such as the Yellow Card were 

taken in 2016 to encourage all employees 

to supervise the conscious energy 

consumption, and show yellow cards to 

those who are not collaborating with the 

initiative. The campaign is educational in 

nature and no punishments are applied. 

REPLACEMENT OF INCANDESCENT WITH LED BULBS

 
ELIMINATION OF 100 POINTS OF LIGHT

YELLOW CARD CAMPAIGN

SWITCHERS AT MEETING ROOMS AND COFFEE STATIONS

INDIVIDUAL AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM IN EACH ROOM

AVAILABILITY OF TV REMOTE CONTROL

ENERGY CONSUMPTION REDUCTION IN 2016 (90,476 KW/H)

Note: measuring the exact energy amount saved by each practice is not possible. On a monthly basis, 
OdontoPrev is provided a report from the headquarters’ condominium to monitor the evolution and 
verify that no calculation errors have been made. The measurement methodology is established by the 
headquarters’ condominium.

The energy consumption in 2016 was 

1,135 thousand kW/h, 7.4 percent 

lower in relation to the previous year. 

The reduction was due to specific 

medium-term impact measures, such 

as the replacement of incandescent 

with LED bulbs, and the elimination of 

unnecessary points of light. 

ENERGY 
MANAGEMENT
|G4-DMA Energy, G4-EN3, G4-EN6|

The reduction in energy consumption 
was due to specific medium-term impact 
measures
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In 2016, a Savings Challenge campaign was held to invite employees to give energy 

saving suggestions. Some of the ideas were implemented, including:

One of the goals for 2017 is the installation of switchers in areas where there are 

windows to avoid that bulbs remain on during the working hours in sunny days. 

This measure, coupled with other initiatives, is expected to generate a 5 percent 

reduction in energy consumption. 

Passwords for printers

Avoid printing documents unnecessarily, 

saving energy and paper.

Access to 
fire escapes

Reducing by more than 50 percent the 

use of elevators by employees. As the 

Company occupies sequential floors 

of the building, the headquarters’ 

condominium was requested to release 

access to fire escape, so that employees 

may use them to access the floors.

WASTE 
MANAGEMENT
|G4-DMA Materials, G4-EN1, G4-DMA Effluents and waste, G4-EN23|

OdontoPrev manages its solid waste, 

which allows to appropriately dispose 

of such waste, monitor the volume of 

solid waste generated by the Company, 

and establish a plan for reduction. The 

waste is forwarded to an outsourced 

company for recycling and inventory-

taking of the waste. 

Likewise, the Company recycles office 

supplies and obsolete communication 

parts, including monitors, computer 

keyboards and flyers. In 2016, used 

papers were recycled and transformed 

into seed and pens. Other materials 

intensively used are disposable plastic 

cups and printing paper. Worth of 

noting is that all A4 paper acquired 

derives from certified reforestation. 

The effectiveness of this management 

is assessed by internal reports. In 2016, 

OdontoPrev generated 38 percent less 

recycling waste than in 2015.

Created in 2015, the UNNA Network app allows dentists in the accredited network to 

forward photos directly to OdontoPrev, avoiding printing thousands of radiographs. 

Currently, over 70 percent of the images are transmitted to OdontoPrev via portal or 

applications. Another program that contributes to the management of the accredited 

network’s waste is the one designed to recycle amalgam (learn more on page 77).

RECYCLING MATERIAL 2015 2016 REDUCTION

Paper 24,604 kg 14,227 kg -42%

Plastic 3,021 kg 2,970 kg -2%

Metal 91 kg 31 kg -66%

Glass 96 kg 97 kg  +1%

Electronics 316 units 173 units -45%

GET TO KNOW SEED PAPER

Seed paper is produced to be planted. It is a handmade paper made 
of recycled, ecological paper and, during its making process, it receives 
seeds of flowers or vegetables. 



Since 2008 OdontoPrev counts on the support of an environmental consulting 

firm specializing in the monitoring of carbon emission from energy consumption, 

employees commuting (by road or by air), fleet fuel and hauling. Based on 

calculations, such consulting firm verifies the necessary amount of trees to be sowed 

to neutralize the equivalent carbon. 

In 2016 the plantation of native trees was made in springs and/or deforested areas, 

contributing to the creation of an ecological corridor in the Vale do Paraíba (SP) 

region. Since the beginning of the project, 11,363 trees have been planted, an area 

equivalent to 13 soccer fields (93,800 m² was recovered).

To reforest environmentally damaged parks in large Brazilian cities, the project was 

redesigned in 2016. The objective is to increase society’s awareness of ecological 

issues, in addition to making green spaces available for leisure. In 2017, the initiative 

will be implemented in parks at the São Paulo Metropolitan Area.

EMISSION 
MANAGEMENT
|G4-DMA Emissions, G4-EN16|

11,363
trees

13
soccer
fields

93,800 m2

of recovered
area

Project to create an ecologic corridor in 

a previously degraded area in the state 

of São Paulo

8 Social 
responsibility
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As a social guideline, OdontoPrev seeks to offer society, 

especially the less privileged ones, quality oral health 

assistance by means of partnership with associations, 

institutes and foundations of recognized credibility.

The Company carries out several activities and actions 

that support needy children and communities. Learn 

more on the following pages.

Friends of the Future

OdontoPrev’s initiative aimed at helping partner 

institutions or creating projects focused on oral health 

and supporting needy children. In 2016, the Company 

supported 23 institutions.

SOCIAL ACTIONS
|G4-DMA Local communities, G4-SO1|

More than 1,550 children learned 

how to correctly brush their teeth 

through fun activities held in 2016

Service to low income communities

Since 1997, OdontoPrev sets up dental offices in low income communities, and provides free 

services to local residents. The initiative counts on 18 dental offices, 9 of which in São Paulo and 

9 in other cities. In addition, the Company supports the adaptation and provides materials for 4 

dental offices: 3 in São Paulo and 1 in Minas Gerais.

Prevention campaigns 

Campaigns are made to disseminate the importance of preventing oral health problems through the 

promotion of fun activities and teaching on how to correctly brush the teeth at tooth-brushing stations. 

These activities are focused on children and teenagers, from communities served by OdontoPrev. 

A total of 1,552 children participated in 6 events held in 2016. Besides teaching sessions, the action 

also includes recreational activities, meals, delivery of gifts and chatting with parents.

Development of multipliers

The purpose of this program is to disseminate a culture of oral health promotion and disease 

prevention. Community leaders, health agents, family members and volunteers from communities 

in which OdontoPrev operates are qualified to deliver prevention instructions in their regions. 

Since 2014, the program has already qualified 1,149 multipliers.

The tooth-brushing station encourages people to brush 

their teeth and apply fluoride to maintain oral health



Partnership with A.C.Camargo Cancer Center

OdontoPrev has a partnership with A.C.Camargo Cancer Center, one 

of the largest oncology centers in the world, to help professionals 

from the oncologic area to diagnose early oral cancer. By using a 

platform developed by OdontoPrev (learn more on page 34), dentists 

in the accredited network transmit images and the patients' records 

to A.C.Camargo Cancer Center professionals, who evaluates the 

documentation and issue a second opinion on suspected oral lesions.

This partnership contributes to enhance dentists’ capacity with 

bulletins, newsletters and videoclasses. These materials cover topics 

relating to the importance of early diagnosis, characteristics of lesions 

and risk factors. The “Early Diagnosis” topic was also covered by the 

Rede UNNA Network Forum (learn more on page 62).

Oral cancer is among the most common types of cancer. In Brazil, 

according to the National Cancer Institute (INCA), is the fifth most 

common type of cancer; 80 percent of tumors are detected in 

advanced stage and only 20 percent are diagnosed early. Nearly 70% 

of the oral cancer cases occur in easily visible places, mainly in the 

tongue (26%) and the lower lip (23%). Most of the times, oral cancer 

is detected incidentally during a clinical test conducted by a physician 

or a dentist. 

Continued Assistance Program

This program consists of providing dental care services to needy 

children through an accredited network. The beneficiary child receives 

an OdontoPrev association card which entitles to receive dental care 

and orthodontic services until they become over age, or while they 

participate in projects carried out by partner NGOs. This association 

card has no link with the Continued Education Program, assuring that 

services are provided without any kind of discrimination. 

Since the beginning of the project, more than 108,000 procedures 

were performed. Currently, 6,765 children and teenagers are assisted 

by the program.

OdontoPrev has a partnership with 
A.C.Camargo Cancer Center to help 
professionals from the oncologic area to 
diagnose early oral cancer

GRI Summary 
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Standard General Disclosures
Page/

Response

SDG
(Sustainable  

Development  
Goals)

Strategy and Analysis

  

G4-1
Statement from the most senior decision-maker of the 
organization about the relevance of sustainability

10

Organizational Profile                                                                                                                   3

G4-3 Name of the organization Cover 

G4-4 Primary brands, products, and services 22

G4-5 Location of the organization’s headquarters 100 

G4-6 Number of countries where the organization operates 16

G4-7 Nature of ownership and legal form of the organization 18

G4-8 Markets served by the organization 18, 22

G4-9 Scale of the organization 13

G4-10
Total number of employees by employment contract and 
gender

45

GRI Summary of Contents shown below correlates the indicators to the Sustainable Development Objectives. 

|G4-32|

Standard General Disclosures
Page/

Response

SDG
(Sustainable  

Development  
Goals)

Organizational Profile                                                                                                                    

G4-11
Percentage of total employees covered by collective 
bargaining agreements

45

G4-12 Description of the organization’s supply chain 57

G4-13
Significant changes during the reporting period regarding 
the organization’s size, structure, ownership, or supply chain

100 

G4-14
Whether and how the precautionary approach or principle 
is addressed by the organization

43

G4-15
Social charters, principles, or other initiatives to which the 
organization subscribes or which it endorses

73

G4-16 Memberships of associations 58

Identified Material Aspects and Boundaries                                                                                                                      

G4-17
All entities included in the organization’s consolidated 
financial statements or equivalent doc

2

G4-18 Process for defining the report content and aspect boundaries 2

G4-19 All material aspects identified 3

G4-20
For each material aspect, the aspect boundary within the 
organization

3

G4-21
For each material aspect, the aspect boundary outside the 
organization

3

G4-22
Effect of any restatements of information provided in 
previous reports

6

G4-23
Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the 
scope and aspect boundaries

6

Stakeholders Engagement                                                                                                                        

G4-24 Stakeholder groups engaged by the organization 7

G4-25
Basis for identifying and selecting stakeholders with whom 

to engage
7

G4-26 Organization’s approach to stakeholder engagement 7

G4-27

Key topics and concerns that have been raised through 

stakeholder engagement, and how the organization has 

responded to them

7

Report Profile                                                                                                                

G4-28 Reporting period 2

G4-29 Date of most recent previous report 2

G4-30 Reporting cycle 2 

G4-31 Contact point for questions regarding the report or its content 2

G4-32 Summary of GRI content 6, 92



Standard General Disclosures
Page/

Response

SDG
(Sustainable  

Development  
Goals)

Report Profile                                                                                                             

G4-33
Organization’s policy and current practice with regard to 
seeking external assurance for the report

7

Governance                                                                                                                      

G4-34 Organization's governance structure and composition 37

Ethics and Integrity   
16

G4-56
Organization’s values, principles, standards and norms of 

behavior such as codes of conduct and codes of ethics
43

Specific Standard Disclousures

Economic                                                                                                               

Economic Performance

G4-DMA Type of management 68

G4-EC1 Direct economic value generated and distributed 70 

Market Presence                                                                                                                       

G4-DMA Type of management 45

G4-EC5
Ratios of standard entry level wage by gender compared 
to local minimum wage at significant locations of 
operation

50

G4-EC6
Proportion of senior management hired from the local 
community at significant locations of operations

100

Specific Standard Disclousures
Page/

Response

SDG
(Sustainable  

Development  
Goals)

Environmental                             

Materials

G4-DMA Type of management 84

G4-EN1 Materials used by weight or volume 84, 100 

Energy 7, 12

G4-DMA Type of management 83

G4-EN3 Energy consumption within the organization 83

G4-EN6 Reduction of energy consumption 83

Water
6, 12

G4-DMA Type of management 82

G4-EN8 Total water withdrawal by source 82

G4-EN10 Percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused 82

Emissions                                                                                                                 

G4-DMA Type of management  86

G4-EN16
Indirect greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from energy 
purchases (Scope 2)  86, 101

Effluents and Waste                                                                                                                   

G4-DMA Type of management  84

G4-EN23 Total weight of waste by type and disposal method 84,101
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Specific Standard Disclousures
Page/

Response

SDG
(Sustainable  

Development  
Goals)

Environmental                                                                                                                

Compliance

G4-DMA Type of management 102 

G4-EN29
Monetary value of significant fines and total number 
of non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with 
environmental laws and regulations

102

Supplier Environmental Assessment  

G4-DMA Type of management  57

G4-EN32
Percentage of new suppliers that were screened using 
environmental criteria

57

Environmental Grievance Mechanisms

G4-DMA Type of management 102 

G4-EN34
Number of grievances about environmental impacts filed, 
addressed, and resolved through formal grievance mechanisms

102

Social                                                                                                                                      

Employment
1, 8

G4-DMA Type of management 45, 50

G4-LA1
Total number and rates of new employee hires and 
employee turnover by age group, gender, and region

45 

G4-LA2
Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not 
provided to temporary or part-time employees, by 
significant locations of operation

50

G4-LA3
Return to work and retention rates after parental leave, 
by gender

50

Occupational Health and Safety 3, 8

G4-DMA Type of management  102

G4-LA6
Type of injury and rates of injury, occupational diseases, 
lost days, and absenteeism, and total number of work-
related fatalities, by region and by gender

102

G4-LA8
Health and safety topics covered in formal agreements 
with trade unions

102

Specific Standard Disclousures
Page/

Response

SDG
(Sustainable  

Development  
Goals)

Social                                                                                                                                      

Training and Education  

G4-DMA Type of management 52, 54

G4-LA9
Average hours of training per year per employee by gender, 
and by employee category

52 

G4-LA10
Programs for skills management and lifelong learning that 
support the continued employability of employees and 
assist them in managing career endings

52

G4-LA11
Percentage of employees receiving regular performance 
and career development reviews, by gender and by 
employee category

54

Diversity and Equal Opportunity  

G4-DMA Type of management 37 

G4-LA12

Composition of governance bodies and breakdown of 
employees per employee category according to gender, 
age group, minority group membership, and other 
indicators of diversity

37

Equal Remuneration for Women and Men
5

G4-DMA Type of management 50

G4-LA13
Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to 
men by employee category, by significant locations of 
operation

50 

Supplier Assessment for Labor Practices 
8

G4-DMA Type of management 57

G4-LA14
Percentage of new suppliers that were screened using 
labor practices criteria

57 

Labor Practices Grievance Mechanisms

G4-DMA Type of management 102

G4-LA16
Number of grievances about labor practices filed, addressed, 
and resolved through formal grievance mechanisms

102 

Investment

G4-DMA Type of management 43

G4-HR2

Total hours of employee training on human rights policies 
or procedures concerning aspects of human rights that 
are relevant to operations, including the percentage of 
employees trained

43, 52 
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Specific Standard Disclousures
Page/

Response

SDG
(Sustainable  

Development  
Goals)

Social                                                                                                                                      

Non-discrimination    

G4-DMA Type of management 102

G4-HR3
Total number of incidents of discrimination and corrective 
actions taken

 102

Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining    

G4-DMA Type of management  102

G4-HR4

Operations and suppliers identified in which the right to 
exercise freedom of association and collective bargaining 
may be violated or at significant risk, and measures taken 
to support these rights

102

Child Labor

G4-DMA Type of management 102

G4-HR5
Operations and suppliers identified as having significant 
risk for incidents of child labor, and measures taken to 
contribute to the effective abolition of child labor

102 

Forced or Compulsory Labor      

G4-DMA Type of management 102

G4-HR6

Operations and suppliers identified as having significant 
risk for incidents of forced or compulsory labor, and 
measures to contribute to the elimination of all forms of 
forced or compulsory labor

102 

Supplier Human Rights Assessment  

G4-DMA Type of management 57

G4-HR10
Percentage of new suppliers that were screened using 
human rights criteria

57 

Human Rights Grievance Mechanisms  

G4-DMA Type of management 102

G4-HR12
Number of grievances about human rights impacts 
filed, addressed, and resolved through formal grievance 
mechanisms

102 

Local Communities

G4-DMA Type of management 88

G4-SO1
Percentage of operations with implemented local 
community engagement, impact assessments, and 
development programs

88 

Specific Standard Disclousures
Page/

Response

SDG
(Sustainable  

Development  
Goals)

Social                                                                                                                                      

Anti-corruption      
16

G4-DMA Type of management 43

G4-SO3
Total number and percentage of operations assessed 
for risks related to corruption and the significant risks 
identified

43 

G4-SO4
Communication and training on anti-corruption policies 

and procedures
43

G4-SO5 Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken 102

Supplier Assessment for Impacts on Society

G4-DMA Type of management 57

G4-SO9
Percentage of new suppliers that were screened using 
criteria for impacts on society

57

Customer Health and Safety

G4-DMA Type of management 22

G4-PR1
Percentage of significant product and service categories 
for which health and safety impacts are assessed for 
improvement

22

Product and Service Labeling  

G4-DMA Type of management 57

G4-PR5 Results of surveys measuring customer satisfaction 57 

Marketing Communications       

G4-DMA Type of management 102

G4-PR7

Total number of incidents of non-compliance with 
regulations and voluntary codes concerning marketing 
communications, including advertising, promotion, and 
sponsorship, by type of outcomes

102 

Customer Privacy    

G4-DMA Type of management 102

G4-PR8
Total number of substantiated complaints regarding 
breaches of customer privacy and losses of customer data

102 

Compliance   

G4-DMA Type of management 102

G4-PR9
Monetary value of significant fines for non-compliance 
with laws and regulations concerning the provision and 
use of products and services

102 
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Appendices to GRI summary

Avenida Doutor Marcos Penteado de Ulhôa Rodrigues, 939, Torre 2, Tamboré, 

Barueri (SP).

There were no significant changes relating to the size, structure, shareholding 

structure or supply chain.

Considering senior management levels, 0.82 percent of the Company’s superintendents 

were hired in the local community in which OdontoPrev maintains its activities.

5,4755,462

2,196
2,070

1,318
1,308

Plastic cups Recycled paper Sulphite paper

MATERIALS USED IN 2016
(in thousand units)

G4-EN1

G4-EC6

G4-13

G4-5

2015

2016

SCOP 3
TONS OF CO2e  

(2015)
TONS OF CO2e  

(2016)

Long distance 60.38 62.15

Medium distance 245.48 204.59

Short distance 214.98 172.63

Employee cars 16.1 123.03

Chartered bus 28.21 25.62

Motorcycle 1.17 0.55

SCOPE 2

Electric power 152.52 141.27

Total 718.84 729.84

G4-EN16

VOLUME OF WASTE FORWARDED FOR RECYCLING IN 2016

Paper (collection at coffee stations and desks) 7,404.40

Paper (office supplies/commercial) 6,823.00

Plastic (collection at coffee stations and desks) 2,343.00

Plastic (office supplies/commercial) 628.00

Note: The recycled volume of other materials, such as glass and metal, is not material. 

G4-EN23
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G4-DMA Grievance and complaints mechanisms 
relating to human rights, G4-LA12
No grievances on violation of human rights through formal 

complaints mechanism have been recorded.

G4-SO5
In 2016, no cases of corruption or departures from the 

Code of Ethics were recorded.

G4-DMA Marketing communications, G4-PR7
No cases of noncompliance with laws and regulations 

and voluntary codes relating to marketing 

communications, including publicity, promotion and 

sponsorship have been recorded.

G4-DMA Client´s privacy, G4-PR8
No proven complaints relating to violation of clients’ 

privacy and loss of clients’ data have been recorded.

G4-DMA Compliance, G4-PR9
Fines applied to ANS always refer to infringement of 

healthcare legislation and the majority of them discuss 

the coverage of dental care plan and service time. When 

claims are received, they are forwarded to internal areas 

for verification and the necessary actions to clear the issue 

are taken immediately. Based on the claims received, 

preventive internal works are conducted to minimize 

the Company’s risk of being issued new administrative 

claims from ANS. In 2016, fines received amounted to 

R$433,277.11.

G4-DMA Compliance, G4-EN29
No fines or non-monetary sanctions have been applied 

due to non-compliance with environmental laws and 

regulations.

G4-DMA Grievance and complaints 
mechanisms relating to environmental 
impacts, G4-EN34
No grievances or claims relating to environmental 

impacts have been recorded.

G4-DMA Occupational health and safety, 
G4-LA6, G4-LA8
In 2016, no lesions, occupational diseases, loss of days, 

absenteeism and deaths relating to work have been 

recorded. Topics relating to health and safety are not 

covered by bargaining agreements with trade unions.

G4-DMA Grievance and complaints 
mechanisms relating to labor practices, 
G4-LA16
Through December 31, there were 174 pending labor 

claims. During the year, 16 labor claims were settled. A 

total of 14 grievances and claims were filed before the 

reporting period and cleared in 2016.

G4-DMA Non-discrimination, G4-HR3
No cases of discrimination have been recorded in 2016.

G4-DMA Freedom of association and collective 
bargaining, G4-HR4
No cases of operations and suppliers in which there 

was violation of their right to freedom of association 

and collective bargaining have been notified.

G4-DMA Child labor, G4-HR5, G4-DMA 
Forced labor or slavery-like work, G4-HR6
No operations and suppliers assessed as having 

significant risk of occurring cases of child labor, forced 

or slavery-like work have been identified.
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